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In recent years, a number of trends have started to emerge, both in micropro-
cessor and application characteristics. As per Moore’s law, the number of cores on
chip will keep doubling every 18-24 months. International Technology Roadmap for
Semiconductors (ITRS) reports that wires will continue to scale poorly, exacerbating
the cost of on-chip communication. Cores will have to navigate an on-chip network
to access data that may be scattered across many cache banks. The number of
pins on the package, and hence available off-chip bandwidth, will at best increase at
sublinear rate and at worst, stagnate. A number of disruptive memory technologies,
e.g., phase change memory (PCM) have begun to emerge and will be integrated
into the memory hierarchy sooner than later, leading to non-uniform memory access
(NUMA) hierarchies. This will make the cost of accessing main memory even higher.
In previous years, most of the focus has been on deciding the memory hierarchy
level where data must be placed (L1 or L2 caches, main memory, disk, etc.). However,
in modern and future generations, each level is getting bigger and its design is being
subjected to a number of constraints (wire delays, power budget, etc.). It is becoming
very important to make an intelligent decision about where data must be placed within
a level. For example, in a large non-uniform access cache (NUCA), we must figure
out the optimal bank. Similarly, in a multi-dual inline memory module (DIMM) non
uniform memory access (NUMA) main memory, we must figure out the DIMM that
is the optimal home for every data page. Studies have indicated that heterogeneous
main memory hierarchies that incorporate multiple memory technologies are on the
horizon. We must develop solutions for data management that take heterogeneity
into account.
For these memory organizations, we must again identify the appropriate home for
data. In this dissertation, we attempt to verify the following thesis statement: “Can
low-complexity hardware and OS mechanisms manage data placement within each
memory hierarchy level to optimize metrics such as performance and/or throughput?”
In this dissertation we argue for a hardware-software codesign approach to tackle
the above mentioned problems at different levels of the memory hierarchy. The
proposed methods utilize techniques like page coloring and shadow addresses and
are able to handle a large number of problems ranging from managing wire-delays
in large, shared NUCA caches to distributing shared capacity among different cores.
We then examine data-placement issues in NUMA main memory for a many-core
processor with a moderate number of on-chip memory controllers. Using codesign
approaches, we achieve efficient data placement by modifying the operating system’s
(OS) page allocation algorithm for a wide variety of main memory architectures.
iv
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Memory hierarchies are undergoing a significant change in modern times. This
chapter highlights some of the emerging trends in memory technologies, starting at
the last level caches all the way up to main memory. Each section will showcase how
these trends and technologies contribute to decreasing locality and increasing access
times. We then make a case for a hardware-software codesign approach as the most
viable method for increasing locality and managing data at all levels, with minimal
overheads.
1.1 Last Level Caches
Future high-performance processors will implement hundreds of processing cores.
To handle the data requirements of these many cores, processors will provide many
megabytes of shared L2 or L3 caches. These large caches will likely be heavily banked
and distributed across the chip. For example, each core may be associated with one
private bank of the last level cache (LLC), thus forming a tiled architecture [3, 4]. In
other cases of such tiled architectures, the LLC might be shared, but each tile might
have one bank of the multibanked last level cache associated with it.
An on-chip network connects the many cores and cache banks (or tiles) [4]. Such
caches will conform to a non-uniform cache access (NUCA) architecture [5] as the
latency of each access will be a function of the distance traveled on the on-chip
network. The design of large last-level caches continues to remain a challenging
problem for the following reasons: (i) long wires and routers in the on-chip network
have to be traversed to access cached data. The on-chip network can contribute up
to 36% of total chip power [6, 7] and incur delays of nearly a hundred cycles [8]. It is
2therefore critical for performance and power that a core’s/thread’s 1 data be placed
in a physically proximal cache bank. (ii) On-chip cache space will now be shared
by multiple threads and multiple applications, leading to possibly high (destructive)
interference. Poor allocation of cache space among threads can lead to suboptimal
cache hit rates and poor throughput.
Both of the above problems have been actively studied in recent years. To improve
the proximity of data and computation, dynamic-NUCA (D-NUCA) policies have
been proposed [5, 9–15]. In D-NUCA mechanisms, the ways of a set are distributed
among various banks and a data block (cache line) is allowed to migrate from one
way in a bank to another way in a different bank. The intuition behind this approach
is that such a migration will hopefully result in bringing the cache line closer to the
core accessing this data block. While it seems beneficial, the problem with D-NUCA
approaches is the need for a complex search mechanism. Since the block could reside
in one of the many possible ways, the banks (or a complex tag structure) must be
systematically searched before a cache hit/miss can be declared. As the number of
cores is scaled up, requiring an increased cache capacity, the number of ways will
also have to be scaled up, further increasing the power and complexity of the search
mechanism.
The problem of cache space allocation among threads has also been addressed by
recent papers [16–19]. Many of these papers attempt to distribute ways of a cache
among threads by estimating the marginal utility of an additional way for each thread.
Again, this way-centric approach is not scalable as a many-core architecture will
have to support a highly set-associative cache and its corresponding power overheads.
These way-partitioning approaches also assume uniform cache architectures (UCA)
and are hence only applicable for medium-sized caches.
Recent work by Cho and Jin [20] puts forth an approach that is inherently scalable,
applicable to NUCA architectures, and amenable to several optimizations. Their work
adopts a static-NUCA architecture where all ways of a cache set are localized to a
single bank. A given address thus maps to a unique bank and a complex search
1Cores and threads will be used interchangeably throughout this document, unless specified
otherwise.
3mechanism is avoided. The placement of a data block within the cache is determined
by the physical memory address assigned to that block. That work therefore proposes
operating system (OS) based page coloring as the key mechanism to dictate placement
of data blocks within the cache. Cho and Jin focus on the problem of capacity
allocation among cores and show that intelligent page coloring can allow a core to
place its data in neighboring banks if its own bank is heavily pressured. This software
control of cache block placement has also been explored in other recent papers [21, 22].
This page-coloring approach attempts to split sets (not ways) among cores. It is
therefore more scalable and applies seamlessly to static-NUCA designs.
All this work still does not bridge the gap of devising low-overhead policies for
achieving the benefits of D-NUCA while retaining the simplicity of a static-NUCA
architecture and avoiding complex searches. Several issues still need to be addressed
with the page coloring approach described in recent papers [20, 21, 23]: (i) a page is
appropriately colored on first-touch, but this may not be reflective of behavior over
many phases of a long-running application, especially if threads/programs migrate
between cores or if the page is subsequently shared by many cores. (ii) If we do
decide to migrate pages in response to changing application behavior, how can efficient
policies and mechanisms be designed, while eliminating the high cost of dynamic
random access memory (DRAM) page copies?
1.2 Evolution of DRAM and Loss of Locality
Modern microprocessors increasingly integrate the memory controller (MC) on-
chip in order to reduce main memory access latency. Memory pressure will increase
with core-counts per socket and a single MC will quickly become a bottleneck. In order
to avoid this problem, modern multicore processor chips (chip multiprocessors, CMPs)
have begun to integrate multiple MCs and multiple memory channels per socket [24–
26]. Similarly, multisocket motherboards provide connections to multiple MCs via
off-chip interconnects such as Advanced Micro Device’s HyperTransportTM(HT) and
Intel’s Quick Path InterconnectTM(QPI). In both situations, a core may access any
DRAM location by routing its request to the appropriate MC. Multicore access to a
large physical memory space partitioned over multiple MCs is likely to continue and
exploiting MC locality will be critical to aggregate system performance.
4In a Nehalem-like architecture where there are multiple memory controllers, each
memory controller has a dedicated channel to its own dual in-line memory module
(DIMM) package. Each DIMM package handles a subset of the physical address space
(just as each bank within a DIMM handles a subset of the physical address space
assigned to that DIMM). There has been little work on devising novel mechanisms to
stripe data across different DIMMs or banks to promote either DIMM- or bank-level
parallelism (a paper by Zhang et al. [27] employs a hardware mechanism within
the memory controller to promote bank-level parallelism). It is expected that in a
Nehalem-like multisocket architecture where local memory accesses are 1.5x faster
than nonlocal memory accesses, the OS would allocate page requests from a core to
a region of physical memory that is local to that core (socket).
Recent efforts [26, 28–30] have incorporated multiple MCs in their designs, but
there is little evidence on how data placement should be managed and how this
placement policy will affect main memory access latencies. We propose to address
this problem by noting that simply allocating an application thread’s data to the
closest MC may not be optimal since it does not take into account queuing delays,
row-buffer conflicts, etc. In particular, we believe that striping data (physical pages)
across multiple MCs should be based on placement strategies which incorporate: (i)
the communication distance and latency between the core and the MC, (ii) queuing
delay at the MC, and (iii) DRAM access latency which is heavily influenced by row-
buffer hit rates. We hypothesize that improper management of these factors can
cause a significant degradation of performance and propose policies to overcome these
challenges.
Future multicores will execute a multitude of applications – highly multithreaded
server workloads, a diverse combination of single threaded workloads or opt for server
consolidation by running multiple virtual machines (VMs) on a single chip. Such
a workload, or a combination of dissimilar workloads will result in intermingling of
memory requests from various cores at the MC. This will lead to loss of spatiotemporal
locality in the memory access stream, making it appear extremely randomized to the
MC. Loss in locality will in turn lead to increased contribution of system overheads
like queuing delays to overall main memory access latency. With the total physical
5address space distributed across multiple on-chip memory controllers, this problem
will be exacerbated if the memory allocation for a thread is done without taking into
consideration the aforementioned factors.
To date, no work has focused on studying the role of and opportunities made
possible by data placement and controller scheduling policies in the context of multiple
on-chip memory controllers. Going one level further, multiple processors (each with
multiple MCs) will be incorporated on a single board across multiple sockets. These
sockets will then be connected by a proprietary network, while maintaining a shared,
flat address space at the same time. This will result in even more complicated and
nested on-board NUMA hierarchies. For such architectures, it becomes imperative
to make the system software cognizant of the inherent difference in memory access
times, so that near-optimal data placement decisions can be made.
1.3 Disruptive Memory Technologies
Nonvolatile memories (NVRAMs) are emerging as a popular alternative to bridg-
ing the large latency gap between main memory and disk, and upon maturing, a
possible alternative to main memory itself. A large amount of current research is
being done to overcome the initial challenges for most of the technologies. However,
the two most mature of these are phase change memory (PCM) and spin torque
transfer memory (STT-RAM).
PCM is considered a front-runner among emerging NVM technologies. The ben-
efits of PCM include small per-bit cost, longer data retention (> 10 years), high
endurance ( > 1013 write-erase-cycles), good scalability, low voltage operation, low
standby current (< 1µA), high switching speeds and nondestructive reads [31, 32].
All of these make PCRAM an active competitor to DRAM based main memory.
Recently, PCM parts have been made available on a commercial basis [33]. For all its
potential advantages, PCM still suffers from a high difference between read and write
access latencies. Moreover, unlike DRAM, each PCM cell has limited write cycles,
which requires wear-leveling measures to be incorporated in the devices.
With these advantages, there is a strong possibility that PCM will be a strong
contender to replace DRAM as main memory, especially with issues of scalability of
6DRAM devices beyond 40 nm [34, 35] 2. Depending on a number of factors, these
developments will lead to heterogeneousmain memory architectures [33]. For example,
a number of recent studies [2, 33] propose replacing PCM as main memory, while
maintaining a DRAM cache to store recently used data to keep access latencies in
check.
With multiple MCs being integrated on-chip, we can imagine a scenario where
each of the MCs could potentially be controlling different kinds of memory technolo-
gies. For example, a multicore chip may have four onchip memory controllers, with
each of these controllers managing double data rate (DDRx), fully buffered DIMM
(FB-DIMM) or PCM devices. These memory hierarchies will require explicit data
management because of the varying characteristics of the technologies involved.
1.4 Leveraging Hardware-Software Codesign
The developments described in previous sections highlight four major issues: (i)
caches, especially LLCs will grow in size and offer nonuniform access latencies, ap-
plications will continue to contend for this space so there is an immediate need to
divide this cache space between competing cores at runtime. (ii) Locality in the main
memory access stream is diminishing because of interleaving of memory accesses from
different cores making it appear more and more randomized. (iii) MCs are being
integrated on chip, while maintaining a shared, flat address space at the same time;
interconnect and queuing delays will lead to nonuniform access for different parts of
the shared address space. (iv) Emerging memory technologies like PCM are touted
to replace DRAM as main memory, or work in conjunction with existing technologies
leading to the creation of heterogeneous hierarchies.
These developments will give rise to a number of memory hierarchies which will
vary a lot across vendors. As we pointed out before, trying to manage locality
by using hardware-only mechanisms will lead to unacceptably large overheads. On
the other hand, software-only mechanisms would involve nontrivial changes to the
system software. At the very least, this would require substantial changes to the
page allocation mechanisms in the kernel to make it cognizant of the underlying
2There are varying opinions about the exact nm value, but 2009 semiconductor roadmap edition
indicates that there are no known manufacturable solutions beyond 40 nm.
7architecture, and at worst it might require a complete redesign of the entire software
stack. Both these approaches by themselves cannot provide a sustainable and scalable
solution to the problem.
To this end, in this dissertation, we propose using the middle path – we propose
a hardware software codesign approach that can combine the favorable properties of
both approaches. Using this approach, we propose to split the functionality to manage
data and increase locality between the hardware and (system) software. Various
statistics are kept track of in the hardware, and every epoch, the system software
makes a policy decision about increasing locality, or dividing available resources
amongst various cores. Operations that are on the critical path of memory accesses
are implemented in hardware, while infrequently occurring decision making operations
are relegated to the software.
1.5 Thesis Statement
Memory technologies have undergone many advancements in recent years. Mem-
ory hierarchies are becoming bigger and offering nonuniform access to different parts
of a single level of the hierarchy. They are also being shared by many applications.
In this dissertation, we argue that resources and data placement must be managed
intelligently to optimize various system metrics. Our hypothesis is that such manage-
ment is best done with a hardware-software codesign approach. Using this approach,
hardware keeps track of runtime events via application monitoring, while the system
software does the relatively infrequent task of decision making.
1.6 Dissertation Organization
This dissertation is organized as follows. We provide background information,
present existing state-of-the-art techniques and motivate the need for managing lo-
cality in future memory hierarchies in Chapter 1. Each subsequent chapter deals
with one distinct level of the memory hierarchy, starting at the level of last level
caches. We propose codesign approaches starting at the shared, multi-megabyte last
level caches in Chapter 2. Then, in Chapter 3 we describe mechanisms to manage
locality in future NUMA homogeneous and heterogeneous main memory hierarchies.
8Additional details and related work are provided with each chapter. Finally, we
conclude in Chapter 4 where we also identify some areas for future work.
CHAPTER 2
MANAGING DATA LOCALITY IN LARGE
LEVEL CACHES
For one of the main proposals of this dissertation, we start by utilizing the codesign
approach to manage data locality in last level caches (LLCs). As mentioned in
Chapter 1, shared LLCs in multicore architectures suffer from a number of issues,
including increased wire delays for cache accesses and contention between cores for
cache capacity.
In this Chapter, we will present mechanisms that leverage page-coloring to propose
solutions to aforementioned problems. We first propose mechanisms to decrease wire
delays by remapping data to sets and/or banks closer to the cores. Next, we propose
novel solutions to manage LLC capacity between different cores at runtime using
a variation of the page-coloring approach. As a final optimization, we also present
methods to bring shared data to the center of gravity of the cores accessing it, thereby
reducing the average time to access the shared data across all cores.
2.1 Background
Traditionally, the operating system’s (OS) memory management unit (MMU)
carries out the virtual to physical address mappings. Since most of MMUs are
oblivious of the underlying cache architectures, the OS inadvertently decides where
a core’s data resides in the physically indexed cache. Also, since most LLCs are
physically indexed and physically tagged, the virtual to physical address mapping
assigned to data by the OS decides the physical location of said data in the LLC. If the
OS can be made aware of the underlying cache architecture, it can make intelligent
decisions about assigning physical pages to threads and help in increasing locality
within caches. However, since there are potentially hundreds of architectures on
the market today, it would be extremely difficult to include information about all
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possible permutations and combinations of the architecture within the OS. Moreover,
it would require nontrivial changes to OS page allocation algorithms, which would be
a tremendous software overhead.
Page coloring is an effort to bridge this gap, and can be implemented in hardware,
to a certain extent. In the hardware-centric approach, it will involve adding another
level of indirection on-chip so that data can be migrated on-chip, with minimal
system software interference. Page coloring for data placement within the cache
was extensively studied by Kessler and Hill [36]. Several commercial systems have
implemented page migration for distributed memory systems, most notably SGI’s
implementation of page-migration mechanisms in their IRIX operating system [37].
LaRowe et al. [38–40] devised OS support mechanisms to allow page placement
policies in NUMA systems. Another body of work [41, 42] explored the problem
from a multiprocessor compute server perspective and dealt with similar mechanisms
as LaRowe et al. to schedule and migrate pages to improve data locality in cc-NUMA
machines. The basic ideas in these papers also bear some similarities to simple cache
only memory architecture (S-COMA) [43] and its derivatives (R-NUMA [44] and
Wildfire [45]). However, note that there are no replicated pages within our L2 cache
(and hence no intra-L2 cache coherence). Key differences between our work and
the cc-NUMA work is our use of shadow addresses to rename pages elegantly, the
need to be cognizant of bank capacities, and the focus on space allocation among
competing threads. There are also several differences between the platforms of the
1990s and multicores of the future (sizes of caches, latencies, power constraints,
on-chip bandwidth, transistors for hardware mechanisms, etc.), due to which a direct
port of previously proposed solutions is not feasible.
For the purposes of the problem at hand, the most related body of work is that
by Cho and Jin [20], where they propose the use of page coloring as a means to
dictate block placement in a static-NUCA architecture. That work shows results for
a multiprogrammed workload and evaluates the effect of allowing a single program
to borrow cache space from its neighboring cores if its own cache bank is pressured.
Cho and Jin employ static thresholds to determine the fraction of the working set size
that spills into neighboring cores. They also color a page once at first-touch and do
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not attempt page migration (the copying of pages in DRAM physical memory), which
is clearly an expensive operation. They also do not attempt intelligent placement of
pages within the banks shared by a single multithreaded application. Concurrent to
our work, Chaudhuri [46] also evaluates page-grain movement of pages in a NUCA
cache. That work advocates that page granularity is superior to block granularity
because of high locality in most applications. Among other things, our work differs in
the mechanism for page migration and in our additional focus on capacity allocation
among threads. The contributions of this chapter can be briefly summarized as
follows.
• We introduce a hardware-centric mechanism that is based on shadow addresses
and a level of indirection within the L2 cache to allow pages to migrate at low
overheads within a static-NUCA cache.
• The presence of a low-overhead page migration mechanism allows us to devise
dynamic OS policies for page movement. Pages are not merely colored at
first-touch and our schemes can adapt to varying program behavior or even
process/thread migration.
• The proposed novel dynamic policies can allocate cache space at a fine granu-
larity and move shared pages to the center of gravity of its accesses, while being
cognizant of cache bank pressure, distances (i.e., wire delays) in a NUCA cache,
and time-varying requirements of programs. The policies do not rely on a-priori
knowledge of the program, but rely on hardware counters.
• The proposed design has low complexity, high performance, low power, and
policy flexibility. It represents the state-of-the-art in large shared cache design,
providing the desirable features of static-NUCA (simple data look-up), dynamic-
NUCA (proximity of data and computation), set-partitioning (high scalability
and adaptability to NUCA), hardware-controlled page movement/placement
(low-cost migration and fine-grained allocation of space among threads), and
OS policies (flexibility).
2.2 Proposed Mechanisms
We first describe the mechanisms required to support efficient page migration.
We avoid DRAM page copies and simply change the physical address that is used
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internally within the processor for that page. We then discuss the policies to imple-
ment capacity allocation and sharing. The discussion below pertains to a multicore
system where each core has private level one data and instruction (L1-D/I) caches
and a large shared level two (L2) is shared among all the cores as the LLC. Each
L2 block maintains a directory to keep track of L1 cached copies and implement a
modified/exclusive/shared/invalid (MESI) coherence protocol.
2.2.1 Page Recoloring
2.2.1.1 Baseline Design
In a conventional cache hierarchy, the CPU provides a virtual address that is used
to index into the L1 cache and translation lookaside buffer (TLB). The TLB converts
the virtual page number (VPN) to a physical page number (PPN). Most L1 caches are
virtually indexed and physically tagged and hence the output of the TLB is required
before performing the tag comparison.
The top of Figure 2.1 shows the structure of a typical physical address. The
intersection of the physical page number bits and the cache index bits are often
referred to as the page color bits. These are the bits that the OS has control over,
thereby also exercising control over where the block gets placed in cache. Without
loss of generality, we focus on a subset of these bits that will be modified by our
mechanisms to alter where the page gets placed in the L2 cache. This subset of bits
is referred to as the original page color (OPC) bits in Figure 2.1.
Modern hardware usually assumes 64-bit wide memory addresses, but in practice
only employs a subset of these 64 bits. For example, SUN’s UltraSPARC-III architec-
ture [47] has a 64-bit wide memory addresses but uses only 44 and 41 bits for virtual
and physical addresses, respectively. The most significant 23 bits that are unused are
referred to as shadow bits (SB). Since these bits are unused throughout the system,
they can be used for internal manipulations within the processor.
2.2.1.2 Page Renaming
The goal of our page migration mechanism is to preserve the original location
of the page in physical memory, but refer to it by a new name within the processor.

























Figure 2.1. Address structure and address modifications required to access migrated
pages.
true physical address (PA), the TLB produces a new physical address (PA′). This
new address is used to index into the L1 and L2 caches. If there is an L2 cache miss
and the request must travel off-chip, PA′ is converted back to PA before leaving the
processor. In order for these translations to happen efficiently and correctly, we must
make sure that (i) complex table look-ups are not required and (ii) the new name PA′
does not over-write another existing valid physical address. This is where the shadow
bits can be leveraged.
2.2.1.3 Unique Addresses
When a page is migrated (renamed within the processor), we change the OPC
bits of the original address to a set of new page color (NPC) bits to generate a new
address. We then place the OPC bits into the most significant shadow bits of this
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new address. We are thus creating a new and unique address as every other existing
physical address has its shadow bits set to zero. The address can also not match an
existing migrated address: If two PA′s are equal, the corresponding PAs must also
be equal. If the original PA is swapped out of physical memory, the TLB entries for
PA′ are invalidated (more on TLB organization shortly); so it is not possible for the
name PA′ to represent two distinct pages that were both assigned to address PA in
physical memory at different times.
2.2.1.4 TLB Modifications
To effect the name change, the TLBs of every core on the chip must be updated
(similar to the well-known process of TLB shootdown). Each TLB entry now has
a new field that stores the NPC bits if that page has undergone migration. This
is a relatively minor change to the TLB structure. Estimates with CACTI 6.0 [8]
show that the addition of six bits to each entry of a 128-entry TLB does not affect
access time and slightly increases its energy per access from 5.74 to 5.99 pJ (at 65 nm
technology). It is therefore straightforward to produce the new address.
2.2.1.5 Off-Chip Access
If the request must travel off-chip, PA′ must be converted back to PA. This process
is trivial as it simply requires that the NPC bits in PA′ be replaced by the OPC bits
currently residing in shadow space and the shadow bits are all reset (see Figure 2.1).
Thus, no table look-ups are required for this common case.
2.2.1.6 Translation Table (TT)
In addition to updating TLB entries, every page recolor must also be tracked
in a separate structure (colocated with the L2 cache controller) referred to as the
translation table (TT). This structure is required in case a TLB entry is evicted, but
the corresponding blocks still reside with their new name in L1 or L2. This structure
keeps track of process-id, VPN, PPN, and NPC. It must be looked up on a TLB miss
before looking up page tables. This is inefficient since (valid) data are still present
in the caches, but the eviction of the page table entry from the TLB causes the
translation error for the new page names. The TT must also be looked up when the
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processor receives a coherence request from off-chip. The off-chip name PA must be
translated to the on-chip name PA′ to fulfill any cache related operations on-chip.
Our simulations assume a fully-associative least recently used (LRU) structure
with 10K entries and this leads to minimal evictions. We believe that set-associative
implementations will also work well, although, we have not yet focused on optimizing
the design of the TT. Such a structure has a storage requirement of roughly 160KB,
which may represent a minor overhead for today’s billion-transistor architectures. The
TT is admittedly the biggest overhead of the proposed mechanisms, but it is accessed
relatively infrequently. In fact, it serves as a second-level large TLB and may be
more efficient to access than walking through the page tables that may not be cache-
resident; it may therefore be a structure worth considering even for a conventional
processor design. The inefficiency of this structure will be a problem if the processor is
inundated with external coherence requests (not a consideration in our simulations).
One way to resolve this problem is to not move individual pages, but entire colored
regions at a time, i.e., all pages colored red are recolored to yellow.
The TT is the main source of additional overhead for the proposed schemes.
This structure must be somewhat large as it has to keep track of every recent page
migration that may still have blocks in cache. If an entry is evicted from this structure,
it must invalidate any cached blocks for that entry and its instances in various TLBs.
The size of this structure would have to increase in proportion with (i) the number
of cores in the system, and (ii) the combined working set size of the applications
sharing one TT. Because of these two main reasons, a design incorporating a TT as
is proposed in this chapter might not be scalable to hundreds of cores. A potential
solution to this problem is provided in later sections.
2.2.1.7 Cache Flushes
When a page is migrated within the processor, the TLB entries are updated and
the existing dirty lines of that page in L2 cache must be flushed (written back). If the
directory for that L2 cache line indicates that the most recent copy of that line is in
an L1 cache, then that L1 entry must also be flushed. All nondirty lines in L1 and L2
need not be explicitly flushed. They will never be accessed again as the old tags will
never match a subsequent request and they will be naturally replaced by the LRU
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replacement policy. Thus, every page migration will result in a number of L1 and L2
cache misses that serve to reload the page into its new locations in cache. Our results
later show that these “compulsory” misses are not severe if the data are accessed
frequently enough after their migration. These overheads can be further reduced if
we maintain a small writeback buffer that can help reload the data on subsequent
reads before they are written back to memory. For our simulations, we pessimistically
assume that every first read of a block after its page migration requires a reload from
memory. The L1 misses can be potentially avoided if the L1 caches continue to use the
original address while the L2 cache uses the new address (note that page migration
is being done to improve placement in the L2 and does not help L1 behavior in any
way). However, this would lead to a situation where data blocks reside in L1, but
do not necessarily have a back-up copy in L2, thus violating inclusivity. We do not
consider this optimization here in order to retain strict inclusivity within the L1-L2
hierarchy.
2.2.1.8 Cache Tags and Indexing
Most cache tag structures do not store the most significant shadow bits that are
always zero. In the proposed scheme, the tag structures are made larger as they must
also accommodate the OPC bits for a migrated page. Our CACTI 6.0 estimates show
that this results in a 5% increase in area/storage, a 2.64% increase in access time,
and a 9.3% increase in energy per access for our 16 KB/4-way L1 cache at 65 nm
technology (the impact is even lower on the L2 cache). We continue to index into the
L1 cache with the virtual address, so the TLB look-up is not on the L1 critical path
just as in the baseline. The color bits that we modify must therefore not be part of
the L1 index bits (as shown at the top of Figure 2.1).
2.2.1.9 Effects on Coherence Protocol
The proposed policies do not effect the coherence protocol in place, and are
not dependent on the protocol being used (snooping-based or directory-based). In
fact, incorporating TT as a part of the proposed design takes care of the address
translations required for the correct functioning of the coherence protocols. Unlike
some of the previous work, we do not replicate pages and assume a single, shared LLC
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between all the cores. This reduces the need to incorporate changes to the coherence
protocol to account for intra-LLC coherence.
In the proposed design, on-chip lookups exclusively use shadow address. These
shadow addresses are not visible to system components outside the chip. This com-
plete distinction between on-chip shadow addresses and globally visible address makes
sure that the coherence operations are carried out on a global level, and the translation
from one address type to the other is made at appropriate boundaries. When a chip
receives a coherence request, it is for the globally visible name, PA. Every incoming
coherence request has to go through the TT, so that the global address (PA) can be
converted to the on-chip shadow address (PA′), which is then utilized for all on-chip.
2.2.2 Managing Capacity Allocation and Sharing
In our study, we focus our evaluations on four- and eight-core systems as shown
in Figure 2.2. The L2 cache is shared by all the cores and located centrally on chip.
The L2 cache capacity is assumed to be 2 MB for the four core case and 4 MB for
the eight core case. Our solutions also apply to a tiled architecture where a slice of
the shared L2 cache is colocated with each core. The L2 cache is partitioned into
16 banks (based on the optimal NUCA methodology proposed by Muralimanohar et
al. [8, 48]) and connected to the cores with an on-chip network with a grid topology.
The L2 cache is organized as a static-NUCA architecture. In our study, we use 64
colors for the four core case and 128 colors for the eight core case.
When handling multiprogrammed workloads, our proposed policy attempts to
spread the working set of a single program across many colors if it has high capacity
needs. Conversely, a program with low working-set needs is forced to share its colors
with other programs. When handling a multithreaded workload, our policies attempt
to move a page closer to the center-of-gravity of its accesses, while being cognizant of
cache capacity constraints. The policies need not be aware of whether the workload is
multiprogrammed or multithreaded. Both sets of policies run simultaneously, trying
to balance capacity allocations as well as proximity of computation to data. Each
policy set is discussed separately in the next two subsections.
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Figure 2.2. Arrangement of processors, NUCA cache banks, and the on-chip
interconnect.
2.2.2.1 Capacity Allocation Across Cores
Every time a core touches a page for the first time, the OS maps the page to
some region in physical memory. We make no change to the OS’ default memory
management but alter the page number within the processor. Every core is assigned
a set of colors that it can use for its pages and this is stored in a small hardware
register. At start-up time, colors are equally distributed among all cores such that
each core is assigned colors in close proximity. When a page is brought in for the first
time, it does not have an entry in the TT, and has an original page color (OPC) that
is not in the assigned set of colors for that core, it is migrated to one of the assigned
colors (in round-robin fashion). Every time a page recoloring happens, it is tracked
in the TT, every other TLB is informed, and the corresponding dirty blocks in L2 are
flushed. The last step can be time-consuming as the tags of a number of sets in L2
must be examined, but this is not necessarily on the critical path. In our simulations,
we assume that every page recolor is accompanied by a 200 cycle stall to perform the
above operations. A core must also stall on every read to a cache line that is being
flushed. We confirmed that our results are not very sensitive to the 200 cycle stall
penalty as it is incurred infrequently and mostly during the start of the application.
There are two key steps in allocating capacity across cores. The first is to
determine the set of colors assigned to each core and the second is to move pages
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out of banks that happen to be heavily pressured. Both of these steps are performed
periodically by the OS. Every 10 million cycle time interval is referred to as an epoch
and at the end of every epoch, the OS executes a routine that examines various
hardware counters. For each color, these hardware counters specify number of misses
and usage (how many unique lines yield cache hits in that epoch). If a color has a
high miss rate, it is deemed to be in need of more cache space and referred to as an
“Acceptor.” If a color has low usage, it is deemed to be a “Donor,” i.e., this color can
be shared by more programs. Note that a color could suffer from high miss rate and
low usage, which hints at a streaming workload, and the color is then deemed to be
a Donor. For all cores that have an assigned color that is an Acceptor, we attempt
to assign one more color to that core from the list of Donor colors. For each color i
in the list of Donor colors, we compute the following cost function:
color suitabilityi = αA × distancei + αB × usagei
αA and αB are weights that model the relative importance of usage and the distance
between that color and the core in question. The weights were chosen such that the
distance and usage quantities were roughly equal in magnitude in the common case.
The color that minimizes the above cost function is taken out of the list of Donors and
placed in the set of colors assigned to that core. At this point, that color is potentially
shared by multiple cores. The OS routine then handles the next core. The order in
which we examine cores is a function of the number of Acceptors in each core’s set of
colors and the miss rates within those Acceptors. This mechanism is referred to as
PROPOSED-COLOR-STEAL in the results section.
If a given color is shared by multiple cores and its miss rate exceeds a high
threshold for a series of epochs, it signals the fact that some potentially harmful
recoloring decisions have been made. At this point, one of the cores takes that color
out of its assigned set and chooses to migrate some number of its pages elsewhere
to another Donor color (computed using the same cost function above). The pages
that are migrated are the ones that currently have an entry in the TLB of that core
with the offending color. This process is repeated for a series of epochs until that
core has migrated most of its frequently used pages from the offending color to the
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new Donor color. With this policy set included, the mechanism is referred to as
PROPOSED-COLOR-STEAL-MIGRATE.
Minimal hardware overhead is introduced by the proposed policies. Each core
requires a register to keep track of assigned colors. Cache banks require a few counters
to track misses per color. Each L2 cache line requires a bit to indicate if the line is
touched in this epoch and these bits must be counted at the end of the epoch (sampling
could also be employed, although, we have not evaluated that approximation). The
OS routine is executed once every epoch and will incur overheads of less than 1%
even if it executes for as many as 100,000 cycles. An update of the color set for each
core does not incur additional overheads, although, the migration of a core’s pages to
a new donor color will incur TLB shootdown and cache flush overheads. Fortunately,
the latter is exercised infrequently in our simulations. Also note that while the OS
routine is performing its operations, a core is stalled only if it makes a request to a
page that is currently in the process of migrating.1
2.2.2.2 Migration for Shared Pages
The previous subsection describes a periodic OS routine that allocates cache
capacity among cores. We adopt a similar approach to also move pages that are
shared by the threads of a multithreaded application. Based on the capacity heuristics
described previously, pages of a multithreaded application are initially placed with a
focus on minimizing miss rates. Over time, it may become clear that a page happens
to be placed far from the cores that make the most frequent accesses to that page,
thus yielding high average access times for L2 cache hits. As the access patterns for
a page become clear, it is important to move the page to the center-of-gravity (CoG)
of its requests in an attempt to minimize delays on the on-chip network. For the
purposes of the following discussion, the CoG for a set of cores is defined as the bank
(or a set of banks) that minimizes the access times to shared data for all involved
cores/threads.
Just as in the previous subsection, an OS routine executes at the end of every
epoch and examines various hardware counters. Hardware counters associated with
1This is indicated by a bit in the TLB. This bit is set at the start of the TLB shootdown process
and reset at the very end of the migration.
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every TLB entry keep track of the number of accesses made to that page by that core.
The OS collects these statistics for the 10 most highly-accessed pages in each TLB.
For each of these pages, we then compute the following cost function for each color i:
color suitabilityi = αA × total latencyi + αB × usagei
where total latencyi is the total delay on the network experienced by all cores when
accessing this page, assuming the frequency of accesses measured in the last epoch.
The page is then moved to the color that minimizes the above cost function, thus
attempting to reduce access latency for this page and cache pressure in a balanced
manner. Page migrations go through the same process as before and can be relatively
time consuming as TLB entries are updated and dirty cache lines are flushed. A core’s
execution will be stalled if it attempts to access a page that is undergoing migration.
For our workloads, page access frequencies are stable across epochs and the benefits
of low-latency access over the entire application execution outweigh the high initial
cost of moving a page to its optimal location.
This policy introduces hardware counters for each TLB entry in every core. Again,
it may be possible to sample a fraction of all TLB entries and arrive at a better
performance-cost design point. This paper focuses on evaluating the performance
potential of the proposed policies and we leave such approximations for future work.
2.3 Results
2.3.1 Methodology
Our simulation infrastructure uses Virtutech’s Simics platform [49]. We build our
own cache and network models upon Simics’ g-cache module. Table 2.1 summarizes
the configuration of the simulated system. All delay calculations are for a 65 nm
process and a clock frequency of 5 GHz and a large 16 MB cache. The delay values
are calculated using CACTI 6.0 [8] and remain the same irrespective of cache size
being modeled. For all of our simulations, we shrink the cache size (while retaining
the same bank and network delays), because our simulated workloads are being shrunk
(in terms of number of cores and input size) to accommodate slow simulation speeds.
Ordinarily, a 16 MB L2 cache would support numerous cores, but we restrict ourselves
to four and eight core simulations and shrink the cache size to offer 512 KB per core
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Table 2.1. Simics simulator parameters.
ISA UltraSPARC III ISA
Processor frequency 3 GHz
CMP size and Core Freq. 4 and 8-core, 3 GHz
L1 I-cache 16KB 4-way 1-cycle
L1 D-cache 16KB 4-way 1-cycle
L2 unified cache 2MB (4-core) / 4MB (8-core) 8-way
Page Size 4 KB
Memory latency 200 cycles for the first block
DRAM Size 4 GB
Coherence Protocol MESI
Network configuration 4×4 grid
On-Chip Network frequency 3 GHz
On-chip network width 64 bits
Hop Access time 2 cycles
(Vertical & Horizontal)
Bank access time/Router overhead 3 cycles
(more L2 capacity per core than many modern commercial designs). The cache and
core layouts for the four and eight core CMP systems are shown in Figure 2.2. Most of
our results focus on the four-core system and we show the most salient results for the
eight-core system as a sensitivity analysis. The NUCA L2 is arranged as a 4x4 grid
with a bank access time of three cycles and a network hop (link plus router) delay of
five cycles. We accurately model network and bank access contention. Table 2.1 lists
details of on-chip network latencies assumed in our experiments. An epoch length of
10 million instructions is employed.
Our simulations have a warm-up period of 25 million instructions. The capacity
allocation policies described in Section 2.2.2.1 are tested on multiprogrammed work-
loads from SPEC 2006, BioBench, and PARSEC [50], described in Table 2.2. As
described shortly, these specific programs were selected to have a good mix of small
and large working sets. SPEC 2006 and BioBench programs are fast forwarded by 2
billion instructions to get past the initialization phase while the PARSEC programs
are observed over their defined regions of interest. After warm-up, the workloads are
run until each core executes for 2 billion instructions.
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Table 2.2. Workload characteristics. ∗ - SPECCPU2006, • - BioBench, ⋆ - PARSEC.
Acceptor Applications bzip2∗, hmmer∗, h264ref∗, omnetpp∗, xalancbmk∗,
gobmk∗, soplex∗, mummer•, tigr•, fasta-dna•
Donor Applications namd∗, libquantum∗, sjeng∗, milc∗,povray∗,swaptions⋆
The shared-page migration policies described in Section 2.2.2.2 are tested on
multithreaded benchmarks from SPLASH-2 [51] and PARSEC, with the results be-
ing described in later Sections. All these applications were fast forwarded to the
beginning of parallel section or the region of interest (for SPLASH-2 and PARSEC,
respectively) and then executed for 25 million instructions to warm up the caches.
Results were collected over the next 1 billion instruction executions, or, end of parallel
section/region-of-interest, whichever occurs first.
Just as we use the terms Acceptors and Donors for colors in Section 2.2.2.1, we also
similarly dub programs depending on whether they benefit from caches larger than
512 KB. Figure 2.3 shows IPC results for a subset of programs from the benchmark
suites, as we provide them with varying sizes of L2 cache while keeping the L2 (UCA)
access time fixed at 15 cycles. This experiment gives us a good idea about capacity
requirements of various applications and the 10 applications on the left of Figure 2.3
are termed Acceptors and the other six are termed Donors.
2.3.2 Baseline Configurations
We employ the following baseline configurations to understand the roles played
by capacity, access times, and data mapping in S-NUCA caches:
1. BASE-UCA: Even though the benefits of NUCA are well understood, we
provide results for a 2 MB UCA baseline as well for reference. Similar to our
NUCA estimates, the UCA delay of 15 cycles is based on CACTI estimates for
a 16 MB cache.
2. BASE-SNUCA: This baseline does not employ any intelligent assignment of
colors to pages (they are effectively random). Each color maps to a unique bank
(the least significant color bits identify the bank). The data accessed by a core













































































Figure 2.3. Experiments to determine workloads — IPC improvements with
increasing L2 capacities.
3. BASE-PRIVATE: All pages are colored once on first-touch and placed in one
of the four banks (in round-robin order) closest to the core touching these data.
As a result, each of the four cores is statically assigned a quarter of the 2 MB
cache space (resembling a baseline that offers a collection of private caches).
This baseline does not allow spilling data into other colors even if some color is
heavily pressured.
The behavior of these baselines, when handling a single program, is contrasted
by the three left bars in Figure 2.4. This figure only shows results for the Acceptor
applications. The UCA cache is clearly the most inferior across the board. Only two
applications (gobmk, hmmer) show better performance with BASE-PRIVATE than
BASE-SHARED. Even though these programs have large working sets, they benefit
more from having data placed nearby than from having larger capacity. This is also






























































Figure 2.4. Experiments to determine workloads — Relative IPC improvements for
single core with color stealing.
2.3.3 Multiprogrammed Results
Before diving into the multiprogrammed results, we first highlight the behavior
of our proposed mechanisms when executing a single program, while the other three
cores remain idle. This is demonstrated by the rightmost bar in Figure 2.4. The
proposed mechanisms (referred to as PROPOSED-COLOR-STEAL) initially color
pages to place them in the four banks around the requesting core. Over time, as bank
pressure builds, the OS routine alters the set of colors assigned to each core, allowing
the core to steal colors (capacity) from nearby banks.
Since these are single-program results, the program does not experience com-
petition for space in any of the banks. The proposed mechanisms show a clear
improvement over all baselines (an average improvement of 15% over BASE-SNUCA
and 21% over BASE-PRIVATE). They not only provide high data locality by placing
most initial (and possibly most critical) data in nearby banks, but also allow selective
spillage into nearby banks as pressure builds. Our statistics show that compared to
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BASE-PRIVATE, the miss rate reduces by an average of 15.8%. The number of pages
mapped to stolen colors is summarized in Table 2.3. Not surprisingly, the applications
that benefit most are the ones that touch (and spill) a large number of pages.
2.3.3.1 Multicore Workloads
We next present our simulation models that execute four programs on the four
cores. A number of workload mixes are constructed (described in Table 2.4). We vary
the number of acceptors to evaluate the effect of greater competition for limited cache
space. In all workloads, we attempted to maintain a good mix of applications not only
from different suites, but also with different runtime behaviors. For all experiments,
the epoch lengths are assumed to be 10 million instructions for PROPOSED-COLOR-
STEAL. Decision to migrate already recolored pages (PROPOSED-COLOR-STEAL-
MIGRATE) are made every 50 million cycles. Having smaller epoch lengths results
in frequent movement of recolored pages.
The same cache organizations as described before are compared again; there is sim-
ply more competition for the space from multiple programs. To demonstrate the im-
pact of migrating pages away from over-subscribed colors, we show results for two ver-
sions of our proposed mechanism. The first (PROPOSED-COLOR-STEAL) never mi-
grates pages once they have been assigned an initial color; the second (PROPOSED-
COLOR-STEAL-MIGRATE) reacts to poor initial decisions by migrating pages. The
PROPOSED-COLOR-STEAL policy, to some extent, approximates the behavior of
Table 2.3. Behavior of PROPOSED-COLOR-STEAL.












Table 2.4. Workload mixes for four and eight cores. Each workload will be referred





2 Acceptors {bzip2,soplex,swaptions,povray}M7, {fasta-dna,hmmer,swaptions,libquantum}M8,
{hmmer,omnetpp,swaptions,milc}M9, {xalancbmk,hmmer,namd,swaptions}M10,
{tigr,hmmer,povray,libquantum}M11, {tigr,mummer,milc,namd}M12,
{tigr, tigr,povray, sjeng}M13, {xalancbmk, h264ref, milc, sjeng}M14,
{h264ref,xalancbmk,hmmer,sjeng}M15,{mummer,bzip2,gobmk,milc}M16,










8 Acceptors {bzip2, gobmk,hmmer,h264ref,omnetpp,soplex,mummer,tigr}M30
{fasta-dna,mummer,h264ref,soplex,bzip2,omnetpp,bzip2,gobmk}M31
policies proposed by Cho and Jin [20]. Note that there are several other differences
between our approach and theirs, most notably, the mechanism by which a page is
recolored within the hardware.
To determine the effectiveness of our policies, we use weighted system throughputs




{IPCi/IPCi BASE PRIV ATE}
Here, IPCi refers to the application IPC for that experiment and IPCi BASE PRIV ATE
refers to the IPC of that application when it is assigned a quarter of the cache space
as in the BASE-PRIVATE case. The weighted throughput of the BASE-PRIVATE
model will therefore be very close to 4.0 for the four core system.
The results in Figures 2.5, 2.6, 2.7 and 2.8 are organized based on the number
of acceptor programs in the workload mix. For two, three, and four acceptor cases,
the maximum/average improvements in weighted throughput with the PROPOSED-
COLOR-STEAL-MIGRATE policy, compared to the best baseline (BASE-SNUCA)
are 25%/20%, 16%/13%, and 14%/10%, respectively. With only the PROPOSED-
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Figure 2.5. Weighted throughput of system with two acceptors and two donors.
COLOR-STEAL policy, the corresponding improvements are 21%/14%, 14%/10%,
and 10%/6%. This demonstrates the importance of being able to adapt to changes
in working set behaviors and inaccuracies in initial page coloring decisions. This
is especially important for real systems where programs terminate/sleep and are
replaced by other programs with potentially different working set needs. The ability
to seamlessly move pages with little overhead with our proposed mechanisms is
important in these real-world settings, an artifact that is hard to measure for simulator
studies. For the one, two, three, and four-acceptor cases, an average 18% reduction
in cache miss rates and 21% reduction in average access times were observed.
Not surprisingly, improvements are lower as the number of acceptor applications
increases because of higher competition for available colors. Even for the four-acceptor
case, nontrivial improvements are seen over the static baselines because colors are
adaptively assigned to applications to balance out miss rates for each color. A
maximum slowdown of 4% was observed for any of the Donor applications, while much
higher improvements are observed for many of the coscheduled Acceptor applications.
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Figure 2.6. Weighted throughput of system with three acceptors and one donor.
As a sensitivity analysis, we show a limited set of experiments for the eight
core system. Figure 2.8 shows the behavior of the two baselines and the two pro-
posed mechanisms for a few four-acceptor, six-acceptor, and eight-acceptor workloads.
The average improvements with PROPOSED-COLOR-STEAL and PROPOSED-
COLOR-STEAL-MIGRATE are 8.8% and 12%, respectively.
2.3.4 Results for Multithreaded Workloads
In this section, we evaluate the page migration policies described in Section 2.2.2.2.
We implement a MESI directory-based coherence protocol at the L1-L2 boundary
with a writeback L2. The benchmarks and their properties are summarized in
Table 2.5. We restrict most of our analysis to the 4 SPLASH-2 and 2 PARSEC
programs in Table 2.5 that have a large percentage of pages that are frequently
accessed by multiple cores. Not surprisingly, the other applications do not benefit
much from intelligent migration of shared pages and are not discussed in the rest of
the paper.
Since all these benchmarks must be executed with smaller working sets to allow for
acceptable simulation times (for example, PARSEC programs can only be simulated
with large input sets, not the native input sets), we must correspondingly also model
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Figure 2.7. Normalized system throughput as compared to BASE-PRIVATE —
Weighted throughput of system with four cores and four acceptors.
a smaller cache size [51]. If this is not done, there is almost no cache capacity pressure
and it is difficult to test if page migration is not negatively impacting pressure in some
cache banks. Preserving the NUCA access times in Table 2.1, we shrink the total L2
cache size to 64 KB. Correspondingly, we use a scaled down page size of 512B. The
L1 caches are 2-way 4KB.
We present results following, first for a four-core CMP, and finally for an eight-core
CMP as a sensitivity analysis. We experimented with two schemes for migrating
shared pages. Proposed-CoG migrates pages to their CoG, without regard for the
destination bank pressure. Proposed-CoG-Pressure, on the other hand, also incorpo-
rates bank pressure into the cost metric while deciding the destination bank. We also
evaluate two other schemes to compare our results. First, we implemented an oracle
placement scheme which directly places the pages at their CoG (with and without
consideration for bank pressure — called Oracle-CoG and Oracle-CoG-Pressure, re-
spectively). These optimal locations are determined based on a previous identical
simulation of the baseline case. Second, we shrink the page size to merely 64 bytes.
Such a migration policy attempts to mimic the state-of-the-art in D-NUCA fine-grain
migration policies that move a single block at a time to its CoG. Comparison against
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Figure 2.8. Normalized system throughput as compared to BASE-PRIVATE —
Weighted throughput for eight core workloads.
Table 2.5. SPLASH-2 and PARSEC programs with their inputs and percentage of
RW-shared pages.
Application Percentage of Application Percentage of
RW-shared pages RW-shared pages
fft(ref) 62.4% water-nsq(ref) 22%
cholesky(ref) 30.6% water-spa(ref) 22.2%
fmm(ref) 31% blackscholes(simlarge) 24.5%
barnes(ref) 67.7% freqmine(simlarge) 16%
lu-nonc(ref) 61% bodytrack(simlarge) 19.7%
lu-cont(ref) 62% swaptions(simlarge) 20%
ocean-cont(ref) 50.3% streamcluster(simlarge) 10.5%
ocean-nonc(ref) 67.2% x264(simlarge) 30%
radix(ref) 40.5%
this baseline gives us confidence that we are not severely degrading performance by
performing migrations at the coarse granularity of a page. The baseline in all these
experiments is BASE-SNUCA.
Figure 2.9 presents the percentage improvement in throughput for the six mod-
els, relative to the baseline. The Proposed-CoG-Pressure model outperforms the
Proposed-CoG model by 3.1% on average and demonstrates the importance of taking
































Figure 2.9. Percentage improvement in throughput.
prior D-NUCA policies (and is admittedly less important if capacity pressures are
nonexistent). By taking bank pressure into account, the number of L2 misses is
reduced by 5.31% on average, relative to Proposed-CoG. The proposed models also
perform within 2.5% and 5.2%, on average, of the corresponding oracle scheme. It
is difficult to bridge this gap because the simulations take fairly long to determine
the optimal location and react. This gap will naturally shrink if the simulations are
allowed to execute much longer and amortize the initial inefficiencies. Our policies are
within 1% on average to the model that migrates 64B pages. While a larger page size
may make suboptimal CoG decisions for each block, it does help prefetch a number
of data blocks into a close-to-optimal location.
To interpret the performance improvements, we plot the percentage of requests
arriving at L2 for data in migrated pages. Figure 2.10 overlays this percentage
with percentage improvement in throughput. The Y-axis represents percentage im-
provement in throughput and percentage of accesses to moved pages. The curves
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Figure 2.10. Improvement in throughput overlaid with percentage accesses to moved
pages.
plot accesses to moved pages and the bars show improvement in throughput. As
can be seen, the curves closely track the improvements as expected, except for
barnes. This is clarified by Figure 2.11 which shows that moving pages towards
central banks can lead to higher network contention in some cases (barnes), and
slightly negate the performance improvements. By reducing capacity pressures on
a bank, the Proposed-CoG-Pressure also has the side effect of lowering network
contention. At the outset, it might appear that migrating pages to central locations
may increase network contention. In most cases, however, network contention is
lowered as network messages have to travel shorter distances on average, thus reducing
network utilization.
Figure 2.12 plots the number of lines flushed due to migration decisions.The
amount of data flushed is relatively small for nearly 1 billion or longer instruction
executions. barnes again is an outlier with the highest amount of data flushed. This





































Figure 2.11. Percentage change in network contention due to proposed schemes.
amount of data flush is that the sharing pattern exhibited by barnes is not uniform.
The accesses by cores to RW-shared data keeps varying (due to possibly variable
producer-consumer relationship) among executing threads. This leads to continuous
corrections in CoG which further leads to large amount of data flushes.
As a sensitivity analysis of our scheme, for an eight-core CMP we only present
percentage improvement in throughput in Figure 2.13. The proposed policies show
an average improvement of 6.4%.
2.4 Summary and Discussion
In this chapter, we attempted to combine the desirable features of a number of
state-of-the-art proposals in a large cache design. We show that hardware mechanisms
based on shadow address bits are effective in migrating pages within the processor at
low cost. This allows us to design policies to allocate LLC space among competing
threads and migrate shared pages to optimal locations. The resulting architecture





































Figure 2.12. Number of cache lines flushed due to migration of RW-shared pages.
overall improvements of 10-20% with capacity allocation, and 8% with shared page
migration. The design also entails low complexity for the most part, for example, by
eliminating complex search mechanisms that are commonly seen in way-partitioned
NUCA designs.
As discussed previously, the primary complexity introduced by the proposed scheme
is the translation table (TT) and its management. Addressing this problem is im-
portant future work. One of the ways this problem can be potentially handled is by
allowing the software component of the proposed schemes do a little more work than
just choosing the colors that minimize the cost functions. We also plan to leverage
the page coloring techniques proposed here to design mechanisms for page replication



































Figure 2.13. Throughput improvement for eight-core CMP.
CHAPTER 3
HANDLING LOCALITY CHALLENGES IN
MAIN MEMORY
In the last chapter we explored mechanisms to manage a number of issues in
shared, last-level caches using a hardware-software codesign approach. As a natural
extension, the next level in the memory hierarchy is the main memory, usually DRAM.
In previous years, explicitly managing data locality in DRAM was not much of a
concern because of a number of factors. Firstly, in the uniprocessor era, there were
just a small number of applications running in a context switched fashion. This
provided for enough spatiotemporal locality in the memory access stream. DRAM
modules and associated circuitry were optimized to exploit the existing locality, with
row-buffers and row-buffer-aware scheduling. That view is changing today as pages
from multiple applications can interfere and destroy any available locality.
Secondly, the memory controller (MC) was located off-chip on the Northbridge
chipset and was the single point of access to the DRAM modules. With the advent of
the multicore era, and the changing nature of applications, the way we access memory
has changed. Depending on where a page is placed, the access penalty for that page
may be high and the access penalty for other pages may also be impacted.
Today, each processor has a number of cores on chip. Applications are becoming
exceedingly memory intensive, but there has been little increase in the the number
of pins over the years, which translates into a stagnant off-chip bandwidth. To make
maximal use of available bandwidth, the MC is being integrated on-chip, and as
the number of cores per chip increases, the number of on-chip MCs is expected to
grow accordingly. Also, more and more sockets are being integrated on-chip, each of
them being connected by a proprietary interconnect technology. Even with all these
developments, all processors on a board are part of a single, flat, shared address space.
All these developments lead to the creation of a nonuniform memory access (NUMA)
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hierarchy, first on a single chip among the various on-chip MCs and associated memory
banks, and then across various sockets on a board.
System software has not kept pace with the vast changes in underlying memory
architectures. Very little has been done to intelligently manage data to decrease
the overall DRAM access latencies, either in software or hardware. In this chapter,
we will explore some mechanisms to manage data in single-chip and single-board
NUMA systems. These include heuristic based page placement and migration mech-
anisms which account for system overheads that minimize DRAM access latencies
in hierarchies with multiple on-chip MCs. In later sections we will also optimize
the proposed mechanisms for main memory architectures comprising heterogeneous
memory technologies and multisocket, single-board NUMA hierarchies.
3.1 Introduction
Modern microprocessors increasingly integrate the memory controller on-chip in
order to reduce main memory access latency. Memory pressure will increase as core-
counts per socket rise resulting in a single MC becoming a bottleneck. In order
to avoid this problem, modern multicore processors (chip multiprocessors, CMPs)
have begun to integrate multiple MCs per socket [24–26]. Similarly, multisocket
motherboards provide connections to multiple MCs via off-chip interconnects such
as AMD’s HyperTransportTM(HT) and Intel’s Quick Path InterconnectTM(QPI). In
both architectures, a core may access any DRAM location by routing its request to
the appropriate MC. Multicore access to a large physical memory space partitioned
over multiple MCs is likely to continue and exploiting MC locality will be critical to
overall system throughput.
Recent efforts [26, 28–30] have incorporated multiple MCs in their designs, but
there is little analysis on how data placement should be managed and how a particular
placement policy will affect main memory access latencies. In addressing this problem,
we show that simply allocating an application’s thread data to the closest MC may
not be optimal since it does not take into account queuing delays, row-buffer conflicts,
and on chip interconnect delays. In particular, we focus on placement strategies which
incorporate: (i) the communication distance and latency between the core and the
MC, (ii) queuing delay at the MC, and (iii) DRAM access latency, which is heavily
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influenced by row-buffer hit rates. We show that improper management of these
factors can cause a significant degradation in performance.
Further, future memory hierarchies may be heterogeneous. Some DIMMs may be
implemented with PCM devices while others may use DRAM devices. Alternatively,
some DIMMs and channels may be optimized for power efficiency, while others may
be optimized for latency. In such heterogeneous memory systems, we show that
additional constraints must be included in the optimization functions to maximize
performance.
Recently, some attention has been directed towards managing locality in single-
board NUMA systems. Majo et al. [52] propose the NUMA multicore aware schedul-
ing scheme (N-MASS) scheduling algorithm that can be plugged in place of the default
Linux process scheduler. The N-MASS scheduler tries to attach processes to cores in
a NUMA system to decrease (i) the number of nonlocal main memory accesses, and
(ii) contention for shared cache space. Their work, however, is based on sampling
the misses per thousand instruction (MPKI) rates for the associated processes, and
then associating processes to cores to decrease nonlocal DRAM accesses. As an
added optimization, if the combined MPKI of a workload reaches above a certain
threshold (indicating increased cache contention between processes), some processes
are migrated to other cores to minimize the differences between cache pressures.
Their proposal is implemented completely in kernel and does not try to manage data.
Rather, they try to find the best performing process-to-core mapping to address
the problems. A follow-up work by the same authors [53], examines the effects of
bandwidth sharing between remote and locally executing processes at both the on-chip
MC and the interprocessor interconnect in existing Nehalem NUMA organizations.
They conclude that there needs to exist a balance between local and remote main
memory accesses if the overall performance of the system is to be optimized with
maximal utilization of the available off-chip bandwidth. Additionally, they also make
a case for the increasing importance of system overheads like queuing delays at not just
the MC, but also at the interprocessor(socket) interconnect. Pilla et al. [54] propose
a heuristic-based load balancing algorithm that takes into account the underlying
NUMA topology and the characteristics of the underlying application. Since their
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proposed mechanism relies on collecting nontrivial amount of information about the
application to make a good decision to map threads to cores, they rely heavily on
the CHARM++ runtime system [55]. Additionally, it requires the applications to
use the CHARM++ parallel programming environment, which is not possible to do
for all workloads. More recently, Muralidhara et al. [56] have proposed using an
OS-based approach to increase channel level parallelism between different applica-
tions in a CMP environment. Their approach, however, is an attempt at reducing
interference between memory access of different applications by allocating pages of
different applications across channels so as to reduce interference, without considering
how such decisions might effect data locality.
To our knowledge, this is the first attempt at intelligent data placement in a
multi-MC platform. This work builds upon ideas found in previous efforts to optimize
data placement in last-level shared NUCA caches [4, 12, 20, 21, 46, 57–62]. One key
difference between DRAM and last level cache placement, however, is that caches tend
to be capacity constrained, while DRAM access delays are governed primarily by other
issues such as long queuing delays and row-buffer hit rates. There are only a handful of
papers that explore challenges faced in the context of multiple on-chip MCs. Abts et
al. [30] explore the physical layout of multiple on-chip MCs to reduce contention in the
on-chip interconnect. An optimal layout makes the performance of memory-bound
applications predictable, regardless of which core they are scheduled on. Kim et
al. [63] propose a new scheduling policy in the context of multiple MCs which requires
minimal coordination between MCs. However, neither of these proposals consider
how data should be distributed in a NUMA setting while taking into account the
interaction of row-buffer hit rates, queuing delays, and on-chip network traffic. Our
work takes these DRAM-specific phenomena into account and explores both first-
touch page placement and dynamic page-migration designed to reduce access delays.
We show average performance improvements of 6.5% with an adaptive first-touch
page-coloring policy, and 8.9% with a dynamic page-migration policy. The proposed
policies are notably simple in their design and implementation.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: We provide background and
motivational discussion in Section 3.2. Section 3.3 details our proposed adaptive
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first-touch and dynamic migration policies and Section 3.4 provides quantitative
comparison of the proposed policies. We discuss related work in Section 3.5 and
conclusions in Section 3.6.
3.2 Background and Motivational Results
3.2.1 DRAM Basics
For joint electron device engineering council (JEDEC) based DRAM, each MC
controls one or more dual in-line memory modules (DIMMs) via a bus-based chan-
nel comprising a 64-bit datapath, a 17-bit row/column address path, and an 8-bit
command/control-path [64]. The DIMM consists of eight or nine DRAM chips,
depending on the error correction strategy, and data is typically N -bit interleaved
across these chips; N is typically 1, 4, 8, or 16 indicating the portion of the 64-bit
datapath that will be supplied by each DRAM chip. DRAM chips are logically
organized into banks and DIMMs may support one or more ranks. The bank and
rank organization supports increased access parallelism since DRAM device access
latency is significantly longer than the rate at which DRAM channel commands can
be issued.
Commodity DRAMs are very cost sensitive and have been optimized to minimize
the cost/bit. Therefore, an orthogonal two-part addressing scheme is utilized where
row and column addresses are multiplexed on the 17-bit address channel. The MC
first generates the row address that causes an entire row of the target bank to be read
into a row-buffer. A subsequent column address selects the portion of the row-buffer
to be read or written. Each row-buffer access reads out 4 or 8 kB of data. DRAM
subarray reads are destructive but modern DRAMs restore the subarray contents on
a read by over-driving the sense amps. However, if there is a write to the row-buffer,
then the row-buffer must be written to the subarrays prior to an access to a different
row in the same bank. Most MCs employ some variation of a row-buffer management
policy, with the open-page policy being most favored. An open-page policy maintains
the row-buffer contents until the MC schedules a request for a different row in that
same bank. A request to a different row is called a “row-buffer conflict.” If an
application exhibits locality, subsequent requests will be serviced by a “row-buffer
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hit” to the currently active row-buffer. Row-buffer hits are much faster to service
than row-buffer conflicts.
In addition to a row-buffer management policy, the MC typically has a queue of
pending requests and must decide how to best schedule requests. Memory controllers
chose the next request to issue by balancing timing constraints, bank constraints,
and priorities. One widely adopted scheduling policy is first ready - first come first
serve (FR-FCFS) [65] that prioritizes requests to open rows and breaks ties based
on age. The requests issued by the memory controller are typically serviced across
a dedicated channel that receives no interference from other memory controllers, nor
having to work with a shared bus. As a result, each memory controller has global
knowledge about what memory access patterns are occurring on their private slice of
physical memory.
3.2.2 Current/Future Trends in MC Design
Several commercial designs have not only moved the MC on chip, but have also
integrated multiple MCs on a single multicore die. Intel’s Nehalem processor [24]
shown in Figure 3.1(a), integrates four cores and one MC with three channels to
double data rate type three synchronous dynamic random access memory (DDR3)
memory. Multiple Nehalem processors in a multisocket machine are connected via a
QPI interconnect fabric. Any core is allowed to access any location of the physical
memory, either via its own local MC or via the QPI to a remote processor’s MC. The
latency for remote memory access, which requires traversal over the QPI interconnect,
is 1.5x the latency for a local memory access (NUMA factor). This change is a
result of on-die MCs: in earlier multisocket machines, memory access was centralized
via off-chip MCs integrated on the north-bridge. This was then connected via a
shared bus to the DIMMs. Similar to Intel’s Nehalem architecture, AMD’s quad-core
Opteron integrates two 72-bit channels to a DDR2 main memory subsystem [25].
The Tile64 processor [26] incorporates four on-chip MCs that are shared among 64
cores/tiles. A specialized on-chip network allows all the tiles to access any of the
MCs, although physical placement details are not publicly available. The Corona




Figure 3.1. Platforms with multiple memory controllers. (A) Logical organization
of a multisocket Nehalem. (B) Assumed sixteen-core four-MC model.
system comprising 64 four-core clusters, where each cluster is associated with a local
MC.
It is evident that as we increase the number of cores on-chip, the number of
MCs on-chip must also be increased to efficiently feed the cores. However, the
international technology roadmap for semiconductors (ITRS) roadmap [66] expects
almost a negligible increase in the number of pins over the next 10 years, while Moore’s
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law implies at least a 16x increase in the number of cores. Clearly the number of
MCs cannot scale linearly with the number of cores. If it did, the number of pins per
MC would reduce dramatically, causing all transfers to be heavily pipelined leading
to long latencies and heavy contention, which we will show in Section 3.4. The
realistic expectation is that future many-core chips will accommodate a moderate
number of memory controllers, with each MC servicing requests from a subset of
cores. This is reflected in the layout that we assume for the rest of this paper, shown
in Figure 3.1(b). Sixteen cores share four MCs that are uniformly distributed at
the edge of the chip. On-chip wire delays are an important constraint in minimizing
overall memory latency, this simple layout of memory controls helps minimize the
average memory controller to I/O pin and core distance.
While fully buffered DIMM (FB-DIMM) designs [67] are not very popular today,
the FB-DIMM philosophy may eventually cause a moderate increase in the number
of channels and MCs. In order to increase capacity, FB-DIMM replaces a few wide
channels with many skinny channels, where each channel can support multiple daisy-
chained DIMMs. Skinny channels can cause a steep increase in data transfer times
unless they are accompanied by increases in channel frequency. Unfortunately, an
increase in channel frequency can, in turn, cause power budgets to be exceeded.
Hence, such techniques may cause a small increase in the number of channels and
MCs on a single processor to find the appropriate balance between energy efficiency
and parallelism across multiple skinny channels.
Finally, there is a growing sentiment that future memory systems are likely to
be heterogeneous. In order to alleviate the growing concerns over memory energy,
some memory channels and DIMMs may be forced to operate at lower frequencies
and voltages [68, 69]. While FB-DIMM and its variants provide higher capacity,
they cause a steep increase in average latency and power. Therefore, they may be
employed in a limited extent for a few memory channels, yielding heterogeneous
properties for data access per channel. New memory technologies, such as PCM [70],
exhibit great advantages in terms of density, but have poor latency, energy, and
endurance properties. We believe that future memory systems are likely to use a
mix of FB-DIMM, DDRx (x referring to future process generations), and PCM nodes
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within a single system. We therefore consider heterogeneous properties of DIMMs
as a first class input into the cost functions used to efficiently place memory across
various NUMA nodes.
3.2.3 OS Support for DRAM/NUMA Systems
There has been very little research on the OS perspective of managing the memory
hierarchy in the previously described single -chip and -board NUMA hierarchies. The
most current perspective of NUMA support within the Linux kernel is provided by
Lameter [71]. Lameter’s paper is geared towards symmetric multi-processor (SMP)
systems, where each of the nodes (with multiple processors each) were connected via
a very high latency and bandwidth restricted interconnect. In such an organization,
the kernel would try to allocate memory on the “local” node’s memory, but will
have to resort to allocating memory at “remote” nodes if local memory allocation is
impossible. NUMA support for SMP systems also included mechanisms to reclaim
inactive page belonging to the page or buffer cache. There is also support to migrate
pages if need be via explicit calls to the OS.
There has also been some research in development of a user-level library [72].
Libnuma [72] has been made available for Linux. It allows the user carry out explicit
memory management of the user program by making calls to the OS from within the
program. As an additional support, if the workloads executing on a machine do not
change frequently, system-wide policy assignments can be made to optimize memory
management for the specific class of workloads.
Although there is some existing support from the OS for NUMA memory man-
agement, we feel that for the next-generation, single-board NUMA architectures
described in Section 3.2.2, will require substantial rework of the original implemen-
tations, which were optimized for ccNUMA/SMP architectures. All programmers
cannot be expected to optimize memory management for each and every program,
for (potentially) hundreds of different NUMA hierarchies that will be on the market
sometime soon. Hence, there exists a need to make memory management transparent
to the programmer. In the later sections, we will provide data to motivate the problem
of managing data locality in main memory and design strategies to achieve this goal.
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3.2.4 Motivational Data
This paper focuses on the problem of efficient data placement at OS page granu-
larity, across multiple physical memory slices. The related problem of data placement
across multiple last-level cache banks has received much attention in recent years, with
approaches such as cooperative caching [57], page spilling [20], and their derivatives
[4, 12, 21, 46, 58–62] being the most well known techniques. There has been little
prior work on OS-based page coloring to place pages in different DIMMs or banks to
promote either DIMM or bank-level parallelism (Zhang et al. [27] propose a hardware
mechanism within the memory controller to promote bank-level parallelism). The
DRAM problem has not received as much attention because there is a common mis-
conception that most design considerations for memory controller policy are dwarfed
by the long latency for DRAM chip access. We argue that as contention at the
memory controller grows, this is no longer the case.
As mentioned in Section 3.2.1, the NUMA factor in modern multisocket systems
can be as high as 1.5 [24]. This is because of the high cost of traversal on the off-chip
QPI/HT network as well as the on-chip network. As core count scales up, wires emerge
as bottlenecks. As complex on-chip routed networks are adopted, one can expect tens
of cycles in delay when sending requests across the length of the chip [26, 73], further
increasing the NUMA disparity.
Pin count restrictions prevent the memory controller count from increasing linearly
with the number of cores, while simultaneously maintaining a constant channel width
per MC. Thus, the number of cores serviced by each MC will continue to rise,
leading to contention and long queuing delays within the memory controller. Recent
studies [74–78] have identified MC queuing delays as a major bottleneck and have
proposed novel mechanisms to improve scheduling policies. To verify these claims,
we evaluated the impact of increasing core counts on queuing delay when requests
are serviced by just a single memory controller. Section 3.4 contains a detailed
description of the experimental parameters. For the results shown in Figure 3.2,
each application was run with a single thread and then again with 16 threads, with
one thread pinned on every core. The average queuing delay within the memory
controller across 16-threads, as compared to just one thread, can be as high as 16x
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Figure 3.2. Relative queuing delays for 1 and 16 threads, single MC, 16 cores.
(Bodytrack). The average number of cycles spent waiting in the MC request queue
was as high as 280 CPU cycles for the 16-thread case. This constitutes almost half
the time to service an average (495 cycles) memory request, making a strong case
for considering queuing delays for optimized data placement across multiple memory
controllers.
When considering factors for optimizing memory placement, it is important to
maximize row-buffer hit rates. For DDR3-1333, there is a factor of 3 overhead, 25
to 75 DRAM cycles, when servicing row-buffer hits versus conflict misses. Figure 3.3
shows row-buffer hit rates for a variety of applications when running with one, four,
and eight-threads. These measurements were made using hardware performance
counters [79] on a dual-socket, quad-core AMD Opteron 2344HE system with 16
2-GB DIMMs. While there is significant variation in the row-buffer hit rate among
applications, the key observation is that in all cases moving from a single to multiple
threads decreases the average row-buffer hit rate seen at the memory controllers due
to more frequent row-buffer conflicts. This supports our hypothesis that there is con-
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Figure 3.3. Row-buffer hit rates, dual-socket, quad-core Opteron.
tention within the memory controller that is reducing the effectiveness of open-page
policy and it may be possible to alleviate some of this contention through intelligent
placement of application data across memory controllers.
Three important observations that we make from the above discussion are: (i)
NUMA factor is likely to increase in the future as the relative contribution of wire
delay increases. (ii) Higher core and thread counts per memory controller lead to
high MC contention, raising the importance of actively tracking and managing MC
properties such as queuing delay. (iii) Increased interleaving of memory accesses from
different threads leads to a reduction in row-buffer hit rates. (iv) Intelligent memory
placement policy must balance all three of these first order effects when choosing
where to allocate data to physical memory slice.
3.3 Proposed Mechanisms
We are interested in developing a general approach to minimize memory access
latencies for a system that has many cores, multiple MCs, with varying interconnect
latencies between cores and MCs. For this study, we assume a 16-core processor with
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four MCs, as shown in Figure 3.1(b) where each MC handles a distinct subset of the
aggregate physical address space and the memory requests (L2 misses) are routed to
the appropriate MC based on the physical memory address. The L2 is shared by all
cores, and physically distributed among the 16 tiles in a tiled S-NUCA layout [4, 5].
Since the assignment of data pages to an MC’s physical memory slice is affected by
the mapping of virtual addresses to physical DRAM frames by the OS, we propose
two different schemes that manage/modify this mapping to be aware of the DIMMs
directly connected to an MC.
When a new virtual OS page is brought into physical memory, it must be assigned
to a DIMM associated with a single MC and a DRAM channel associated with
that MC. Proper assignment of pages attempts to minimize access latency to the
newly assigned page without significantly degrading accesses to other pages assigned
to the same DIMM. Ultimately, DRAM access latency is strongly governed by the
following factors: (i) the distance between the requesting core and the MC, (ii) the
interconnection network load on that path, (iii) the average queuing delay at the
MC, (iv) the amount of bank and rank contention at the targeted DIMM, and (v)
the row-buffer hit rate for the application. To make intelligent decisions based on
these factors, we must be able to both monitor and predict the impact that assigning
or moving a new memory page will have on each of these parameters. Statically
generating profiles oﬄine can help in page assignment, but this is almost never
practical. For this work, we focus on policies that rely on run-time estimation of
application behavior.
To reduce memory access delays we propose: adaptive first-touch placement of
memory pages, and dynamic migration of pages among DIMMs at the OS page
granularity. The first scheme is based on DRAM frame allocation by the OS which
is aware of MC load (queuing delays, row-buffer hit rates and bank contention) and
the on-chip distance between the core the thread is executing on and the MC that
will service requests to this frame. We propose modifications to the OS memory
allocator algorithm so that it is aware of these factors in order to create improved
virtual-to-physical mappings only when natural page-faults occur. The second scheme
aims to dynamically migrate data at run-time to reduce access delays. This migration
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of pages occurs when there is excess memory bandwidth to support remapping oper-
ations. We also propose mechanisms that allow dynamic migration to occur without
stalling CPUs that are accessing the pages being migrated.
3.3.1 Adaptive First-Touch (AFT) Page Placement Policy
In the common case, threads/tasks1 will be assigned to cores rather arbitrarily
based on program completion times and task queues maintained by the OS for each
core. The OS task scheduling algorithm could be modified to be aware of multiple-
MCs and leverage profile based aggregated MC metrics to intelligently schedule tasks
to cores. Clever task scheduling must rely on precomputed profiles that can be
inaccurate and are closely tied to the behavior of coscheduled applications; this
makes achieving a general purpose approach challenging. Instead, we believe that
intelligently placing data, such that the overall throughput of the system is improved,
is likely to out-perform coarse grained task scheduling optimization because of the
fine granularity at which changes to the memory mappings can be made and updated
at run-time.
In our adaptive first-touch approach for page allocation, when a thread starts
executing on some core, each new page it touches will generate a page fault. At this
time, the virtual page is assigned to a DRAM frame (physical page) such that it is
serviced by an MC that minimizes an objective cost function. The intuition behind
the objective function is that most pages associated with a thread will be mapped
to the nearest MC, with a small number of pages being spilled to other nearby MCs,
only when beneficial to overall performance. The following cost function is computed
for each new page and for each MC j:
costj = α× loadj + β × rowhitsj + λ× distancej
where loadj is the average queuing delay at MC j, rowhitsj is the average row-buffer
hit rate seen by MC j, and distancej is the distance between the core requesting the
memory page and the MC, in terms of number of interconnect hops that need to be
traversed. The role of load and distance is straightforward; the row-buffer hit rate
1We use threads and tasks interchangeably in the following discussion, unless otherwise specified.
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is considered based on the assumption that the new page will be less disruptive to
other accesses if it resides in a DIMM with an already low row-buffer hit rate. The
relative importance of each factor is determined by the weights α, β, and λ. After
estimating the cost function for each MC, the new page is assigned to the MC that
minimizes the cost function. In essence, this is done by mapping the virtual page to
a physical page in the slice of memory address space being controlled by the chosen
MC j. Since allocation of new DRAM frames on a page-fault is on the critical path,
we maintain a small history of the past few (5) runs of this cost function for each
thread. If two consecutive page faults for a thread happen within 5000 CPU cycles of
each other, the maximally recurring MC from the history is automatically chosen for
the new page as well. Once the appropriate MC is selected, a DRAM frame managed
by this MC is allocated by the OS to service the page-fault.
3.3.2 Dynamic Page Migration Policy
While adaptive first-touch can allocate new pages efficiently, for long-running
programs that are not actively allocating new pages, we need a facility to react to
changing program phases or changes in the environment. We propose a dynamic
data migration scheme that tries to adapt to this scenario. Our dynamic migration
policy starts out with the AFT policy described above. Then during the course of
the program execution, if an imbalance is detected in DRAM access latency between
memory controllers, we choose to migrate N pages from the highest loaded MC to
another one. Decisions are made every epoch, where an epoch is a fixed time interval.
The above problem comprises of two parts :- (i) finding which MC is loaded and
needs to shed load (the donor MC), and (ii) deciding the MC that will receive the
pages shed by the donor (recipient MC). For our experiments, we assume if an MC
experiences a drop of 10% or more in row-buffer hit rates from the last epoch, it is
categorized as a donor MC2. When finding a recipient MC, care has to be taken that
the incoming pages do not disrupt the locality being experienced at the recipient. As
a first approximation, we choose the MC which (i) is physically proximal to the donor
2This value can be made programmable to suit a particular workload’s needs. After extensive
exploration, we found that 10% works well across all workloads that we considered.
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MC, and (ii) has the lowest number of row-buffer hits in the last epoch. Hence for
each MC k in the recipient pool, we calculate
costk = Λ× distancek + Γ× row hitsk
The MC with least value for the above cost is selected as the recipient MC. Once
this is done, N least recently used pages at the donor MC are selected for migration.
It is possible to be more selective regarding the choice of pages and the choice of
new MC, but we resort to this simple policy because it is effective and requires very
few resources to implement. We note that even when the dynamic migration policy is
in use, freshly allocated pages are steered towards the appropriate MCs based on the
AFT cost function. Pages that have been migrated are not considered for remigration
for the next two epochs to prevent thrashing of memory across memory controllers.
When migrating pages, the virtual address of the page does not change, but the
physical location does. Thus, to maintain correctness two steps need to be taken for
pages that are undergoing migration:
1. Cache Invalidate: The cache lines belonging to the migrated pages have to be
invalidated across all cores. With our S-NUCA cache, only one location must
be looked up for each cache line. When invalidating the lines, copies in L1 must
also be invalidated through the directory tracking these entries forcing any dirty
data to be written back to memory prior to migration occurring.
2. TLB Update: TLBs in all cores have to be informed of the change in the
page’s physical address. Therefore any core with an active TLB mapping must
be updated after the page is physically migrated.
Both of these steps are costly in terms of both power and performance. Thus,
premature page migration is likely to result in decreased system performance. Instead,
migration should only occur when the anticipated benefit outweighs the overhead of
page migration.
To avoid forcing an immediate write back of dirty data when migrating pages, we
propose a mechanism that delays the write-back and forwards any dirty data that are
flushed to the new physical page rather than the old. To do this, we defer invalidating
the TLB entry until an entire page has been copied to its new physical location. Any
incoming read requests for the page can still be serviced from the old physical location.
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Writebacks to the old page are deferred (queued up in the memory controller’s write
buffer). Only after the page has been copied is the TLB shootdown triggered, forcing
a cache write back. The memory controller servicing requests from the old page is
notified that is should redirect writes intended for the old physical location N to the
new physical location M on an alternate memory controller. With this redirection
in place, a TLB shootdown is issued triggering the write back if there are dirty data,
and finally the old physical page can be deallocated and returned to the free page
list. Only then can the memory controller be instructed to stop forwarding requests
to the alternate location, and normal execution resumes. This method of delaying
TLB shootdowns is referred to as lazy-copying in later sections.
3.3.3 Heterogeneous Memory Hierarchy
Previously in Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2, we assumed a homogeneous memory system
with DRAM DIMMs attached to all the MCs. However, future memory systems will
likely be comprised of different memory technologies. These memory technologies
will differ in a number of facets, with access latencies and bit-density being the two
important factors considered in this work. There may also be different channel and
wire protocols for accessing a particular memory type, but for this study we assume
a unified standard which allows us to focus on the memory controller issues, not
memory technology properties.
We assume a scenario where memory controllers in the system can only access
one of two possible types of technologies in the system. For example, in the 4-MC
model, one MC controls a gang of DDR3 DIMMs, while the rest control FB-DIMMs.
Alternatively, the NUMA architecture might comprise two MCs controlling DDR3
DRAM while the other two MCs are controlling PCM based devices. For heteroge-
neous memory hierarchies, there is an inherent difference between the capacity and
latency of different devices (listed in Table 3.1). As a result, a uniform cost function
for device access across the entire memory space cannot be assumed; care has to be
taken to assign/move heavily used pages to faster memory (e.g., DRAM), while pages
that are infrequently used can be moved to slower, but denser regions of memory (e.g.,
PCM). To account for the heterogeneity in such systems, we modify the cost function
for the adaptive first-touch policy as follows. On each new page allocation, for each
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Table 3.1. DRAM timing parameters [1, 2].
Parameter DRAM DRAM PCM Description
(DDR3) (Fast)
tRCD 12.5ns 9ns 55ns interval between row
access command and data
ready at the sense amps
tCAS 12.5ns 12.5ns 12.5ns interval between column
access command and the
start of data burst
tRP 12.5ns 12.5ns 12.5ns time to precharge a row
tWR 12.5ns 9ns 125ns time between the end of
a write data burst
and a subsequent precharge
command to the same bank
tRAS 45ns 45ns 45ns minimum interval between
row access and
precharge to same bank
tRRD 7.5ns 7.5ns 7.5ns minimum gap between
row access commands
to the same device
tRTRS 2 Bus 2 Bus 2 Bus rank-to-rank switching delay
Cycles Cycles Cycles
tFAW 45 ns 45 ns 45 ns rolling time window
within which maximum
of four bank activations
can be made to a device
tWTR 7.5ns 7.5ns 7.5ns delay between a write
data burst and
a column read command
to the same rank
tCWD 6.5ns 6.5ns 6.5ns minimum delay between
a column access command
and the write data burst
MCj , we evaluate the following cost function:
costj = α×loadj+β×rowhitsj+λ×distancej+τ×LatencyDimmClusterj+µ×Usagej
(3.1)
The new term in the cost function, LatencyDimmClusterj , is indicative of the
latency of a particular memory technology. This term can be made programmable
(with the average or worst case access latency), or can be based on runtime in-
formation collected by the OS daemon. Usagej represents the percentage of DIMM
capacity that is currently allocated; it is intended to account for the fact that different
memory technologies have different densities and pages must be allocated to DIMMs
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in approximately that proportion. As before, the MC with the least value of the cost
function is assigned the new incoming page.
Long running applications tend to touch a large number of pages, with some of
them becoming dormant after a period of initial use as the application moves through
distinct phases of execution. To optimize our memory system for these pages we
propose a variation of our initial dynamic page migration policy. In this variation
we target two objectives: (i) for pages that are currently dormant or sparingly used
in the faster memory nodes, these pages can be migrated onto a slower memory
node, further reducing the pressure on faster node. (ii) Place infrequently used pages
in higher density memory (PCM) allowing more space for frequently used pages in
the faster and lower capacity memory (DRAM). A dynamic migration policy for
heterogeneous memory can be of two distinct flavors: (i) pages from any MC can
be migrated to any other MC without considering the memory technology attached
to it. (ii) The policy is cognizant of the memory technology. When the memory
technologies considered are extremely different in terms of latency and density, only
policy (ii) is considered. In the former case, the pool of recipient MCs is all MCs
except the donor. In the latter, the pool is restricted to MCs with only slower devices
attached to them. The recipient cost function remains the same in both cases.
3.3.4 Overheads of Estimation and Migration
Employing any of the proposed policies incurs some system-level (hardware and
OS) overheads. The hardware (MC) needs to maintain counters to keep track of
per-workload delay and access counts, which most of the modern processors already
implement for measuring memory system events (Row-Hits/Misses/Conflicts) [79].
In order to calculate the value of the cost function, a periodic system-level daemon
has to read the values from these hardware counters. Currently, the only parameter
that cannot be directly measured is load or queuing delay. However, performance
monitoring tools can measure average memory latency easily. The difference between
the measured total memory latency and the time spent accessing devices (which is
known by the memory controller when negotiating channel setup) can provide an
accurate estimate of load. We expect that future systems will include hardware
counters to directly measure load.
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Migrating pages across memory nodes requires trapping into the OS to update
page-table entries. Because we only perform dynamic migration when there is excess
available memory bandwidth, none of these operations are typically on the appli-
cation’s critical path. However, invalidating the TLB on page migration results
in a requisite miss and ensuing page-table walk. We include the cost of this TLB
shootdown and page table walk in all experiments in this study. We also model the
additional load of copying memory between memory controllers via the on-chip net-
work. We chose not to model data transfers via DMA because of the synchronization
complexity it would introduce into our relatively simple migration mechanism. Also,
our simulation framework does not let us quantify the associated costs of DMA, only
page migrations.
3.4 Results
The full system simulations are built upon the Simics [49] platform. Out-of-order
and cache timings are simulated using Simics’ ooo-micro-arch and g-cache modules,
respectively. The DRAM memory subsystem is modeled in detail using a modified
version of Simics’ trans-staller module. It closely follows the model described by Gries
in [1]. The memory controller (modeled in trans-staller) keeps track of each DIMM
and open rows in each bank. It schedules the requests based on open-page and closed-
page policies. The details pertaining to the simulated system are shown in Table 3.2.
Other major components of Gries’ model that we adopted for our platform are: the
bus model, DIMM and device models, and overlapped processing of commands by the
memory controller. Overlapped processing allows simultaneous processing of access
requests on the memory bus, while receiving further requests from the CPU. This
allows hiding activation and precharge latency using the pipelined interface of DRAM
devices. We model the CPU to allow nonblocking load/store execution to support
overlapped processing. Our MC scheduler implements an FR-FCFS scheduling policy
and an open-page row-buffer management policy. PCM devices are assumed to be
built along the same lines as DRAM. We adopted the PCM architecture and timing
parameters from [2]. Details of DRAM and PCM timing parameters are listed in
Table 3.1.
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Table 3.2. Simulator parameters.
ISA UltraSPARC III ISA
L1 I-cache 32KB/2-way, 1-cycle
L2 Cache (shared) 2 MB/8-way, 3-cycle/bank access
Hop Access time 2 cycles
(Vertical and Horizontal)
Processor frequency 3 GHz
On-chip network width 64 bits
CMP size and Core Freq. 16-core, 3 GHz
L1 D-cache 32KB/2-way, 1-cycle
L1/L2 Cache line size 64 Bytes
Router Overhead 3 cycles
Page Size 4 KB
On-Chip Network frequency 3 GHz
Coherence Protocol MESI
DRAM Parameters
DRAM Device Parameters Micron MT41J256M8 DDR3-800
Timing parameters [80],
2 ranks, 8 banks/device,
32768 rows/bank, x8 part
DIMM Configuration 8 Non-ECC un-buffered DIMMs,
64 bit channel, 8 devices/DIMM
DIMM-level Row-Buffer Size 8KB/DIMM
Active row-buffers per DIMM 8 (each bank in a device
maintains a row-buffer)
Total DRAM Capacity 4 GB
DRAM Bus Frequency 1600MHz
Values of Cost Function Constants
α, β, λ,Λ,Γ, τ, µ 10, 20, 100, 200, 100, 20, 500
DRAM address mapping parameters for our platform were adopted from the
DRAMSim framework [81], and were assumed to be the same for PCM devices. We
implemented basic SDRAM mapping, as found in user-upgradeable memory systems,
(similar to Intel 845G chipsets’ DDR SDRAM mapping [82]). Some platform specific
implementation suggestions were taken from the Vasa framework [83]. Our DRAM
energy consumption model is built as a set of counters that keep track of each of
the commands issued to the DRAM. Each precharge, activation, CAS, write-back
to DRAM cells etc. is recorded and total energy consumed reported using energy
parameters derived from a modified version of CACTI [8]. Since pin-bandwidth is
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limited (and will be in the future), we assume a constant bandwidth from the chip
to the DRAM subsystem. In case of multiple MCs, bandwidth is equally divided
among all controllers by reducing the burst-size. We study a diverse set of workloads
including PARSEC [50] (with sim-large working set), SPECjbb2005 (with number
of warehouses equal to number of cores) and Stream benchmark (number of threads
equal to number of cores).
For all experiments involving dynamic page migration with homogeneous memory
subsystem, we migrate 10 pages (N = 10, section 3.3) from each MC 3, per epoch.
An Epoch is 5 million cycles long. For the heterogeneous memory subsystem, all
pages that have not been accessed in the last two consecutive epochs are migrated to
appropriate PCM MCs.
We (pessimistically) assume the cost of each TLB entry invalidation to be 5000
cycles. We warm-up caches for 25 million instructions and then collect statistics for
the next 500 million instructions. The weights of the cost function were determined
after an extensive design space exploration.4 The L2 cache size was scaled down to
resemble an MPKI (misses per thousand instructions) of 10.6, which was measured
on the real system described in Section 3.2 for PARSEC and commercial workloads.
3.4.1 Metrics for Comparison









shared is the IPC of pro-
gram i in a multicore setting with one or more shared MCs. IPC ialone is the IPC of
program i on a stand-alone single-core system with one memory controller.
We also report queuing delays which refer to the time spent by a memory request
at the memory controller waiting to get scheduled plus the cycles spent waiting to get
control of DRAM channel(s). This metric also includes additional stall cycles accrued
traversing the on-chip network.
3Empirical evidence suggested that moving more than 10 pages at a time significantly increased
the associated overheads, hence decreasing the effectiveness of page migrations.
4We report results for the best performing case.
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3.4.2 Multiple Memory Controllers — Homogeneous
DRAM Hierarchy
First we study the effect of multiple MCs on the overall system performance for
the homogeneous DRAM hierarchy (Figures 3.4 and 3.5). We divide the total physical
address space equally among all MCs, with each MC servicing an equal slice of the
total memory address space. All MCs for these experiments are assumed to be located
along chip periphery (Figure 3.1(b)). The baseline is assumed to be the case where
OS page allocation routine tries to allocate the new page at the nearest (physically
proximal) MC. If no free pages are available at that MC, the next nearest one is
chosen.
For a fixed number of cores, additional memory controllers improve performance
up to a given point (4 controllers for 16 cores), after which the law of diminishing
returns starts to kick in. On an average across all workloads, as compared to a single
MC, four MCs help reduce the overall queuing delay by 47% and improve row-buffer
hits by 28%, resulting in an overall throughput gain of 15%. Adding more than four
MCs to the system still helps overall system throughput for most workloads, but
Figure 3.4. Impact of multiple memory controllers, homogeneous hierarchy
— number of controllers versus throughput.
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Figure 3.5. Impact of multiple memory controllers, homogeneous hierarchy
— number of controllers versus average queuing delays.
for others, the benefits are minimal because (i) naive assignment of threads to MCs
increases interference and conflicts, and (ii) more MCs lead to decreased memory
channel widths per MC, increasing the time taken to transfer data per request and
adding to overall queuing delay. Combined, both these factors eventually end up
hurting performance. For example, for an eight MC configuration, as compared to a
four MC case, ferret experiences increased conflicts at MC numbers 3, 5 and 7, with
the row-buffer hit rates going down by 13%, increasing the average queuing delay by
24%. As a result, the overall throughput for this workload (ferret) goes down by 4%.
This further strengthens our initial assumption that naively adding more MCs does
not solve the problem and makes a strong case for intelligently managing data across
a small number of MCs. Hence, for all the experiments in the following sections, we
use a four MC configuration.
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3.4.2.1 Adaptive First-Touch and Dynamic Migration
Policies — Homogeneous Hierarchy
Figures 3.6 and 3.7 compare the change in row-buffer hit rates and average
throughput improvement of adaptive first-touch and dynamic migration policies for
the homogeneous DRAM hierarchy over the baseline. On an average, over all the
workloads, adaptive first-touch and dynamic page-migration perform 6.5% and 8.9%
better than the baseline, respectively. Part of this improvement comes from the
intelligent mapping of pages to improve row-buffer hit rates, which are improved by
15.1% and 18.2%, respectively, for first-touch and dynamic migration policies. The
last cluster in Figure 3.6 (STDDEV) shows the standard deviation of individual MC
row-buffer hits for the three policies. In essence, a higher value of this statistic implies
that one (or more) MC(s) in the system is (are) experiencing more conflicts than
others, hence providing a measure of load across MCs. As compared to the baseline,
adaptive first-touch and dynamic migration schemes reduce the standard deviation
by 8.3% and 21.6%, respectively, hence fairly distributing the system DRAM access
load across MCs. Increase in row-buffer hit rates has a direct impact on queuing
delays, since a row-buffer hit costs less than a row-buffer miss or conflict, allowing
the memory system to be freed sooner to service other pending requests.
For the homogeneous memory hierarchy, Figure 3.8 shows the breakdown of total
memory latency as a combination of four factors: (i) queuing delay (ii) network delay
— the extra delay incurred for traveling to a “remote” MC, (iii) device access time,
which includes the latency reading(writing) data from(to) the DRAM devices and (iv)
data transfer delay. For the baseline, a majority of the total DRAM access stall time
(54.2%) is spent waiting in the queue and accessing DRAM devices (25.7%). Since
the baseline configuration tries to map a group of physically proximal cores onto an
MC, the network delay contribution to the total DRAM access time is comparatively
smaller (13.4%). The adaptive policies change the dynamics of this distribution. Since
some pages are now mapped to “remote” MCs, the total network delay contribution
to the average memory latency goes up (to 18% and 28% for adaptive first-touch
and dynamic page migration schemes, respectively). Because of increased row-buffer
hit rates, the device access time contribution to the overall access latency goes down
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Figure 3.6. Row-buffer hit rate comparison for adaptive first-touch and dynamic
migration policies versus baseline for homogeneous hierarchy.
for the proposed policies, (down by 1.5% and 11.1% for adaptive first-touch and
dynamic migration, respectively), as compared to baseline. As a result, the overall
average latency for a DRAM access goes down from 495 cycles to 385 and 342 CPU
cycles for adaptive first-touch and dynamic migration policies, respectively.
Table 3.3 presents the overheads associated with the dynamic migration policy.
Applications which experience a higher percentage of shared-page migration (flu-
idanimate, streamcluster and ferret) tend to have higher overheads. Compared to
baseline, the three aforementioned applications see an average of 13.5% increase in
network traffic as compared to an average 4.2% increase between the rest. Because of
higher costs of shared-page migration, these applications also have a higher number
of cacheline invalidations and writebacks.
Figure 3.9 compares the effects of proposed policies for a different physical layout
of MCs for the homogeneous DRAM hierarchy. As opposed to earlier, these configu-
rations assume MCs are located at the center of the chip rather than the periphery
(similar to layouts assumed in [30]). We compare the baseline, adaptive first-touch
(AFT) and dynamic migration (DM) policies for both the layouts: periphery and
center. For almost all workloads, we find that baseline and AFT policies are largely
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Figure 3.7. Relative throughput performance for adaptive first-touch and dynamic
migration policies versus baseline in homogeneous hierarchy.
agnostic to choice of MC layout. Being a data-centric scheme, dynamic migration
benefits a little from the new layout. Although, due to the reduction in the number
of hops, DM-center performs marginally better than DM-periphery.
3.4.2.2 Effects of TLB Shootdowns
To study the performance impact of TLB shootdowns in the dynamic migration
scheme, we increased the cost of each TLB shootdown from 5000 cycles (as assumed
previously) to 7500, 10,000 and 20,000 cycles. Since shootdowns are fairly uncommon,
and happen only at epoch boundaries, the average degradation in performance in
going from 5000 to 20,000 cycles across all applications is 5.8%. For the three
applications that have significant sharing among threads (ferret, streamcluster, flu-
idanimate), the average performance degradation for the same jump is a little higher,
at 6.8%.
3.4.3 Sensitivity Analysis
3.4.3.1 Results for Multisocket Configurations
To test the efficacy of our proposals in the context of multisocket configurations, we
carried out experiments with a configuration similar to one assumed in Figure 3.1(a).
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Figure 3.8. DRAM access latency breakdown (CPU cycles) for homogeneous
hierarchy.
In these experiments, we assume a four-socket system; each socket housing a quad-core
chip, with similar configuration as assumed in Table 3.2. Each quad-core incorporates
one on-chip MC which is responsible for a quarter of the total physical address space.
Each quad-core has similar L1s as listed in Table 3.2, but the 2 MB L2 is equally
divided among all sockets, with each quad-core receiving 512 KB L2. The intersocket
latencies are based on the observations in [84] (48 ns). The baseline, as before, is
assumed to be where the OS is responsible for making page placement decisions. The
weights of the cost function are also adjusted to place more weight to distancej , when
picking donor MCs.
We find that adaptive first-touch is not as effective as the earlier single socket op-
timization, with performance benefits of 1% over baseline. For the dynamic migration
policy, to reduce the overheads of data copying over higher latency intersocket links,
we chose to migrate five pages at a time. Even with these optimizations, the overall
improvement in system throughput was 1.3%. We attribute this to the increased
latency of cacheline invalidations and copying data over intersocket links.
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Table 3.3. Dynamic page migration overhead characteristics.
Benchmark Total number of Total Cacheline Page copying
Pages copied Invalidations + Overhead (Percent increase
(Shared/Un-Shared) Writebacks in network traffic)
Blackscholes 210 (53/157) 134 5.8%
Bodytrack 489 (108/381) 365 3.2%
Facesim 310 (89/221) 211 4.1%
Fluidanimate 912 (601/311) 2687 12.6%
Freqmine 589 (100/489) 856 5.2%
Swaptions 726 (58/668) 118 2.4%
Vips 998 (127/871) 232 5.6%
X264 1007 (112/895) 298 8.1%
Canneal 223 (28/195) 89 2.1%
Streamcluster 1284 (967/317) 3018 18.4%
Ferret 1688 (1098/590) 3453 15.9%
SPECjbb2005 1028 (104/924) 499 4.1%
Stream 833 (102/731) 311 3.5%
3.4.3.2 Effects of Individual Terms in Cost Functions
In this section we will try to quantitatively justify the choice of the terms in the
cost function. To this end, we try to assess if the quality of decisions being made
changes with the terms in the cost function, and if it does, by how much.
In this analysis, we try and study the effects of how individual terms in the cost
function effect the proposed policies. To this end, we designed two sets of experiments.
In the first set, we take one of the terms out of the cost function and make our
decisions based on the remaining terms. In the second set of experiments, we remove
all but one of the factors and make the decisions based on the remaining terms.
Figure 3.10 provides the results of the former set of experiments for the adaptive
first-touch policy. We find that just considering one term of the cost function leads
to a significant performance drop as compared to all three being considered. Also, we
find that considering just row-buffer hits or queuing delay leads to better decisions
than just considering physical proximity, or distance as the decision metric. This is
evident from the fact that the worst data placement decisions are made based on
just the distance factor, leading to an average performance degradation of 37% as
compared to AFT.
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Figure 3.9. Throughput sensitivity to physical placement of MCs, dynamic page
migration policy for homogeneous hierarchy.
In the second set of experiments, we remove just one term from the original
cost function. This gives rise to three different cost functions with two terms each.
Figure 3.11 provides the results of these experiments. We notice that a combination
of two functions makes for better decision making in page placement decisions and
is able to place data in a better fashion. As compared to AFT, the combination
of queuing delays and row-buffer hits as the cost function makes the best two-term
cost function, with an average performance degradation of 10% as compared to AFT.
We also note that combining the distance term with either of row-buffer hit rate or
queuing delay terms adds to the efficacy of making decisions.
3.4.3.3 Recipient MC Decision for Dynamic Migration
Policy
In section 3.3.2, we chose the donor MC based on whether an MC experiences a
drop of 10% or more in row-buffer hit rates from the last epoch. In this section we
explore different metrics for dynamically migrating pages. These are based on two
different factors, namely, (i) reduction in row-buffer hit rates as chosen originally,
and (ii) imbalance in MC loads or increase in queuing delays from last epoch. In
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Figure 3.10. Impact of individual terms in the cost function, with one term used
for making decisions.
the former criterion, we decide to migrate pages with varying percentage drops in
the row-buffer hit rates. In the latter, the decision to migrate is based on if there
exists an imbalance in loads of different MCs, i.e., if the average queuing delay at
each MC increases by a certain amount. Figure 3.12 presents the results of these
experiments. We conclude that increasing the percentage drop in row-buffer hit rates
while migrating the same number of pages every epoch hurts the efficacy of migrations.
Waiting for the row-buffer hit rates to drop 20% from 10% reduces the improvement
of dynamic page migration to that of adaptive first-touch. Going from 20% to 40%
reduction in hit rates further reduces the average performance to be similar to that
of baseline.
When considering load imbalance across MCs, decisions to migrate pages are made
when queuing delays increase by N cycles between successive epochs (DMP-N Cycle
Q Delay). Figure 3.12 shows the results for N values of 20, 40 and 80 cycles. For
smaller values ofN (DMP-20 Cycle Q Delay), we observe that the migrations decisions
are made earlier and more frequently. This leads to below-par performance as a lot
of time is spent migrating pages. However, for appropriate values of N (DMP-40
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Figure 3.11. Impact of individual terms in the cost function, with two terms used
for making decisions.
Cycle Q Delay), the policy is able to perform a little better than the DMP baseline
(DMP-10 RB%). Even higher values of N lead to a suboptimal performance than the
DMP baseline, since migration decisions are postponed further into the future which
leads to increased imbalances between MCs for a longer period of time, leading to
poor performance.
We also experimented recipient MC cost function to incorporate the loadk term,
so that the new recipient MC cost function was now changed to
costk = Λ× distancek + Γ× row hitsk +Ψ× loadk
We found that as compared to the performance of dynamic migration policy with
the original recipient cost function as described in Section 3.3.2, DMP with new
cost function had a 2.2% better performance. A smaller recipient pool of MCs (as
compared to AFT) leads to the new (recipient) cost function making the same decision
about the recipient MC 89.1% of the time.
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Figure 3.12. Factors for deciding recipient MCs. DMP-N RB% decides to migrate
pages if row-buffer hit rates decrease by N% from the previous epoch. DMP-N Cycle
Q delay does the same if queuing delay increases by N cycles from the previous epoch.
3.4.4 Multiple Memory Controllers — Heterogeneous
Hierarchy
In this study, a heterogeneous memory hierarchy is assumed to comprise different
types of memory devices. These devices could be a mix of different flavors of DRAM
(Table 3.1), or a mixture of different memory technologies, e.g., DRAM and PCM. For
the baseline, we assume the default page allocation scheme, i.e., pages are allocated
based on one unified free-page list, to the most physically proximal MC, without any
consideration for the type of memory technology.
As a first experiment, we divide the total physical address space equally between
DDR3 5 devices and a faster DRAM variant. Such a hierarchy comprising two different
kinds of DRAM devices as considered in this study (DDR3 and faster DRAM) is
referred to as N DRAM - P Fast hierarchy. For example, 1 DRAM - 3 Fast refers
to a hierarchy with 3 MCs controlling faster DRAM DIMMs, while one with DDR3
5Unless other specified, all references to DRAM refer to DDR3 devices.
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DIMMs. Likewise, a hierarchy with N MCs controlling DRAM devices and P MCs
controlling PCM devices is referred to as a N DRAM - P PCM hierarchy.
3.4.5 Adaptive First-Touch and Dynamic Migration Policies –
Heterogeneous Hierarchy
In this section, we try to explore the potential of adaptive first-touch and dynamic
page migration policies in a heterogeneous memory hierarchy.
First, we consider the case of N DRAM - P Fast hierarchies. For these experi-
ments, we assume similar storage density of both devices. For adaptive first-touch
policy, the only additional consideration for deciding the relative merit of assigning a
page to an MC comes from LatencyDimmClusterj factor in the cost function.
Figure 3.13 presents the results of these experiments, normalized to the 2 DRAM
- 2 Fast baseline. Despite faster device access times, the ratio of average performance
improvement of the proposed polices still remains the same as that for homogeneous
hierarchy. For example, for the 1 DRAM - 3 Fast configuration, adaptive first-touch
and dynamic page migration policies perform 6.2% and 8.3% better than the baseline
for the same configuration.
Figure 3.13. Impact of proposed policies in heterogeneous memory hierarchy (N
DRAM - P Fast).
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The other heterogeneous memory hierarchy considered in this study is of the N
DRAM - P PCM variety. For these experiments, we assume PCM to be 8 times as
dense as DRAM. Also, we statically program the LatencyDimmClusterj factor to be
the worst case (closed-page) access latency of both DRAM and PCM devices (37.5 ns
and 80 ns, respectively).
Figure 3.14 presents the throughput results for the different combinations of
DRAM and PCM devices. In a 3 DRAM - 1 PCM hierarchy, adaptive first-touch
and dynamic page migration policies outperform the baseline configuration by 1.6%
and 4.4%, respectively. Overall, we observe that for a given heterogeneous hierarchy,
dynamic page migration tends to perform slightly better than adaptive first-touch
(2.09% and 2.41% for 3 DRAM - 1 PCM and 2 DRAM - 2 PCM combinations,
respectively), because adaptive first-touch policy places some frequently used pages
into PCM devices, increasing the overall access latency. For example, in a 3 DRAM -
1 PCM configuration, 11.2% of the total pages are allocated to PCM address space.
This value increases to 16.8% in 2 DRAM - 2 PCM configuration.
Figure 3.14. Impact of proposed policies in heterogeneous memory hierarchy (N
DRAM - P PCM).
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3.4.6 Sensitivity Analysis and Discussion — Heterogeneous
Hierarchy
3.4.6.1 Sensitivity to Physical Placement of MCs
For the best performing heterogeneous hierarchy (3 DRAM - 1 PCM), for the
baseline, performance is completely agnostic to physical position of MCs. AFT for
the same configuration with MCs at the periphery(AFT-periphery), performs 0.52%
better with MCs at the center (AFT-center), while DM-periphery performs 0.48%
better than DM-center.
3.4.6.2 Cost of TLB Shootdowns
For the best performing heterogeneous (3 DRAM - 1 PCM) hierarchy, there is a
greater effect of increased cost of TLB shootdowns in the dynamic migration scheme.
The average degradation in performance in increasing the cost from 5000 cycles to
10,000 cycles is 7.1%. When increased further to 20,000 cycles, the workloads exhibit




Some recent papers [26, 28–30] examine multiple MCs in a multicore setting. Blue
Gene/P [85] is an example of a production system that employs multiple on-chip MCs.
Loh [28] takes advantage of plentiful inter-die bandwidth in a 3D chip that stacks
multiple DRAM dies and implements multiple MCs on-chip that can quickly access
several fine-grain banks. Vantrease et al. [29] discuss the interaction of MCs with
the on-chip network traffic and propose physical layouts for on-chip MCs to reduce
network traffic and minimize channel load. The Tile64 processor [26] employs multiple
MCs on a single chip, accessible to every core via a specialized on-chip network. The
Tile64 microprocessor [26] was also one of the first processors to use multiple (four)
on-chip MCs. More recently, Abts et al. [30] explore multiple MC placement on a
single chip-multiprocessor so as to minimize on-chip traffic and channel load. None
of the above works considers intelligently allocating data and load across multiple
MCs. Kim et al. propose ATLAS [63], a memory scheduling algorithm that improves
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system throughput without requiring significant coordination between the on-chip
memory controllers.
Recent papers [74, 75] have begun to consider MC scheduler policies for multi-
core processors, but only consider a single MC. Since the memory controller is a
shared resource, all threads experience a slowdown when running concurrently with
other threads, relative to the case where the threads execute in isolation. Mutlu
and Moscibroda [74] observe that the prioritization of requests to open rows can lead
to long average queuing delays for threads that tend to not access open rows. To
deal with such unfairness, they introduce a stall-time fair memory (STFM) scheduler
that estimates the disparity and overrules the prioritization of open row access if
necessary. While this policy explicitly targets fairness (measured as the ratio of
slowdowns for the most and least affected threads), minor throughput improvements
are also observed as a side-effect. The same authors also introduce a parallelism-aware
batch scheduler (PAR-BS) [75]. The PAR-BS policy first breaks up the request queue
into batches based on age and then services a batch entirely before moving to the
next batch (this provides a level of fairness). Within a batch, the scheduler attempts
to schedule all the requests of a thread simultaneously (to different banks) so that
their access latencies can be overlapped. In other words, the scheduler tries to exploit
memory-level parallelism (MLP) by looking for bank-level parallelism within a thread.
The above described bodies of work are related in that they attempt to alleviate some
of the same constraints as us, but not with page placement.
Other MC related work focusing on a single MC include the following. Lee et
al. [76] design an MC scheduler that allocates priorities between demand and prefetch
requests from the DRAM. Ipek et al. [77] build a reinforcement learning framework to
optimize MC scheduler decision-making. Lin et al. [86] design prefetch mechanisms
that take advantage of idle banks/channels and spatial locality within open rows.
Zhu and Zhang [87] examine MC interference for SMT workloads. They also propose
scheduler policies to handle multiple threads and consider different partitions of the
memory channel. Cuppu et al. [88, 89] study the vast design space of DRAM and
memory controller features for a single core processor.
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3.5.2 Memory Controllers and Page Allocation
Lebeck et al. [90] studied the interaction of page coloring and DRAM power
characteristics. They examine how DRAM page allocation can allow the OS to better
exploit the DRAM system’s power-saving modes. In a related paper [91], they also
examine policies to transition DRAM chips to low-power modes based on the nature
of access streams seen at the MC. Zhang et al. [27] investigate a page-interleaving
mechanism that attempts to spread OS pages in DRAM such that row-buffers are
reused and bank parallelism is encouraged within a single MC.
3.5.3 Page Allocation
Page coloring and migration have been employed in a variety of contexts. Sev-
eral bodies of work have evaluated page coloring and its impact on cache conflict
misses [36, 92–95]. Page coloring and migration have been employed to improve
proximity of computation and data in a NUMA multiprocessor [37, 96–100] and in
NUCA caches [20, 22, 59]. These bodies of work have typically attempted to manage
capacity constraints (especially in caches) and communication distances in large
NUCA caches. Most of the NUMA work predates the papers [65, 88, 89] that shed
insight on the bottlenecks arising from memory controller constraints. Here, we not
only apply the well-known concept of page coloring to a different domain, we extend
our policies to be cognizant of the several new constraints imposed by DRAMmemory
schedulers (row-buffer reuse, bank parallelism, queuing delays, etc.). More recently,
McCurdy et al. [101] observe that NUMA-aware code could make all the difference in
most multithreaded scientific applications, scaling perfectly across multiple sockets,
or not at all. They then propose a data-centric tool-set based on performance counters
which helps to pin-point problematic memory access, and utilize this information to
improve performance.
3.5.4 Task Scheduling
The problem of task scheduling onto a myriad of resources has been well studied,
although not in the context of multiple on-chip MCs. While the problem formulations
are similar to our work, the constraints of memory controller scheduling are different.
Snavely et al. [102] schedule tasks from a pending task queue on to a number of
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available thread contexts in a SMT processor. Zhou et al. [103] schedule tasks on
a 3D processor in an attempt to minimize thermal emergencies. Similarly, Powell
et al. [104] attempt to minimize temperature by mapping a set of tasks to a CMP
comprised of SMT cores.
3.6 Summary
This chapter proposes a substantial shift in DRAM data placement policies which
must become cognizant of both the performance characteristics and load on individual
NUMA nodes in a system. We are headed for an era where a large number of programs
will have to share limited off-chip bandwidth through a moderate number of on-chip
memory controllers. While recent studies have examined the problem of fairness and
throughput improvements for a workload mix sharing a single memory controller, this
is the first body of work to examine data-placement issues for a many-core processor
with a moderate number of memory controllers. We define a methodology to compute
an optimized assignment of a thread’s data to memory controllers based on current
system state. We achieve efficient data placement by modifying the OS page allocation
algorithm. We then improve on this first-touch policy by dynamically migrating data
within the DRAM subsystem to achieve lower memory access latencies across multiple
program phases of an application’s execution.
These dynamic schemes adapt with current system states and allow spreading a
single program’s working set across multiple memory controllers to achieve better
aggregate throughput via effective load balancing. Our proposals yield improvements
of 6.5% (when assigning pages on first-touch), and 8.9% (when allowing pages to be
migrated across memory controllers).
As part of our future work we intend to investigate further improvements to our
original design, for example, considering additional memory scheduler constraints
(intrathread parallelism, handling of prefetch requests, etc.). Shared pages in multi-
threaded applications may benefit from a placement algorithm that takes the sharing
pattern into account. Page placement to promote bank parallelism in this context
also remains an open problem.
CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSIONS
In this dissertation, we have explored various challenges being faced for managing
locality in the memory hierarchy and a number of approaches to handle the problem
in existing and future LLC and main memory architectures. In this chapter, we will
present some of the conclusions we have drawn from the different studies performed
during the course of this dissertation and then lay the ground for some future work.
We especially highlight the importance of the fact that locality and wire delays are
best managed by a combination of hardware-software codesign approaches.
In Chapter 2, we devised innovative mechanisms that leverage page-coloring and
shadow addresses to reduce wire-delays in large, shared LLCs at small hardware over-
heads. In this chapter, we extend those concepts with mechanisms that dynamically
move data within caches. The key innovation is the use of a shadow address space
to allow hardware control of data placement in the L2 cache while being largely
transparent to the user application and off-chip world. The use of such hardware-
facilitated migration reduces the impact on OS design and improves performance.
These mechanisms allow the hardware and OS to dynamically manage cache capacity
per thread as well as optimize placement of data shared by multiple threads. Using
proposed approaches, we were also able to devise techniques to effectively partition
available cache space at runtime, without having to make substantial changes to the
existing OS architecture/code.
Chapter 3 recognizes the change that the main memory architecture has gone
through in recent years. Future processors will incorporate multiple MCs on-chip
while still sharing a shared, flat address space. A number of such processors will
be distributed across multiple sockets on a single board. The main memory is also
set to incorporate disparate memory technologies in the near future. This gives rise
to a complex NUMA hierarchy which calls for innovative data placement mecha-
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nisms. These mechanisms will also have to be made aware of the underlying memory
architecture and other system overheads to make close-to-optimal data placement
decisions and reduce overall access latencies. To this end, in Chapter 3 we propose a
substantial shift in main memory data placement policies to become cognizant of both
the performance characteristics and load on individual NUMA nodes in a system. We
propose mechanisms that leverage the underlying system software to decide the slice
of the address space that a particular chunk of data (a physical page for our studies)
should reside in. We achieve efficient data placement by modifying the OS page
allocation algorithm. The page allocation algorithm is adjusted at epoch boundaries
with statistics tracked in hardware at the memory controllers. We then improve on
the proposed first-touch policy by dynamically migrating data within the DRAM
subsystem to achieve lower memory access latencies across multiple program phases
of an application’s execution. Furthermore, we change our original heuristic based
cost-function to account for memory architectures that will incorporate disruptive
memory technologies like PCM.
During the course of the dissertation, we have also explored other techniques to
combat the problems of long wire delays in large caches and diminished locality in
the memory system. While those works help optimize the memory hierarchy, they are
best solved with hardware-only approaches and are not included in this dissertation.
In one effort [105, 106], we consider how cache banks and cores should be placed in a
3D stack to balance communication delays and temperature. In another effort [107],
we show how predictive techniques can be used to estimate locality in a page and
dictate when a row-buffer entry must be closed. Thus, a large spectrum of techniques
are required to handle memory hierarchy bottlenecks. Our experience has been that
hardware-software codesign allows the hardware to be simple, while affording flexible
software policies.
4.1 Future Work
In this dissertation, we have looked at how data can be managed if each level
of the memory hierarchy was treated as an independent unit, without interacting
with the complete memory system as a whole. This dissertation lays the ground
for a number of important future research directions to be explored for managing
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data locality and data management in the memory hierarchy as a whole. The most
important extension of this work would be to design techniques that can seamlessly
manage data at all levels of the hierarchy. For example, given a hierarchy with
large, shared LLCs, multiple on-chip MCs and a main memory configuration with
multiple memory technologies (DRAM, PCM etc.), we can potentially combine the
approaches described in Chapters 2 and 3. This proposed mechanism will not only
manage capacity and wire delays in the LLC, but will also make decisions to find
appropriate home for data pages in the main memory.
4.1.1 Main Memory Subsystem Challenges
On-chip MCs have allowed for reduction of traffic on the front side bus, but have
also created other challenges. MCs now utilize cpu pins to connect to DIMMs, and
also to other sockets using proprietary interconnect technology. As the number of
MCs scales, international technology roadmap for semiconductors (ITRS) does not
predict a corresponding increase in the number of pins. This calls for judicious use
of available pins to be used as address and data channels. Moreover, the use of
nonvolatile memories (NVMs) as an integral part of the main memory would result in
a heterogeneous main memory hierarchy with faster DRAM parts and slower NVM
parts with limited write capabilities. To counter this problem, the OS and other
system software will have to be cognizant of this fact to decide what data make a
better fit for which kind of memory.
Direct memory access (DMA) has been a useful mechanism that allows I/O to
happen without stalling the CPU for long periods of time. With current architectures,
there is a greater probability of DMA requests from I/O intensive workloads interfer-
ing with DRAM/main memory requests from others, as all DRAM requests have to
go through the MC. We would like to explore the frequency of this phenomenon and
propose mechanisms to reduce interference between the I/O and DRAM requests at
the memory controller.
3D-IC technology has matured in recent years, and will be a valuable tool in
memory system design. In some of our previous studies [105, 106], we have explored
issues related to stacking on-chip caches on top of functional units to reduce delays
in critical pipeline loops while reducing the thermal footprint of the die at the
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same time. A heterogeneous memory hierarchy with varying latencies for different
memory technologies can benefit greatly from 3D integration. For example, a memory
hierarchy with DRAM and PCM stacked on top of the cpu will have very different
access latencies depending on the region of memory being accessed. Using OS page
allocation policies to map data with high locality to (relatively) faster regions of the
memory hierarchy will help in reducing overall access latencies.
4.1.1.1 Scheduling Memory Requests
The main aim of any good scheduling policy is to maximize row-buffer hits and
minimize row-buffer conflicts. Currently, the state of the art schedulers do this by
looking at the controller request queue and making locally optimal decisions (greedy
approach).
We theorize that although the greedy approach helps in making good decisions, it
does not take into account how the future incoming requests will affect the decisions
currently being taken. Theoretically, it can so happen, that the decisions taken for
the current set of queued requests, may result in increased row-conflicts for incoming
requests, even with the best schedule. We propose that we can make closer to optimal
decisions if we also consider the effects of (future) incoming memory requests.
We believe that it is possible to design predictors that will predict what the next N
set of requests will look like. More specifically, given information about the current set
of open rows across the DRAM subsystem, if we can accurately predict whether the
next set of N incoming memory requests will either positively or negatively effect the
row-buffer hit rates, we can make decisions which will help the application throughout
its run.
Traditionally, for memory systems, predictors have been primarily of two flavors:
(i) time based, and (ii) access based. We propose a design that uses a hierarchy of
predictors which probabilistically picks out the better performing of the two predictors
when making a scheduling decision.
For the feedback mechanism, we need to keep track of a measure of how the
prediction affected the overall schedule. This can be done by tracking row-buffer hits.
If the prediction resulted in an improvement in row-buffer hits, the confidence of the
chosen prediction is increased and p is reprogrammed to favour the chosen predictor.
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In case of a bad prediction (decrease in row-buffer hits), the confidence of the not
chosen prediction is increased. Similarly, p is reprogrammed to reflect the decreased
confidence.
4.1.2 Storage Class Memory Hierarchies
According to the Storage Networking Industry Association, enterprise storage will
completely be dominated by NVMs in the next 5 - 10 years. NVMs like Flash are
already a part of storage class memory hierarchies. However, Flash is almost at the
design point where very soon, it will not be scalable. In that case, PCM is the most
obvious choice to replace Flash. Given the difference in endurance characteristics
of the technologies, and the fact that PCM MLCs will be more prone to resistance
drift with scaling, there is a large design space that needs to be explored such as
efficient encoding mechanisms and making the Flash/PCM translation layer aware of
this phenomenon.
4.1.3 Data Management in Emerging Memory Technologies
A number of nonvolatile memory technologies are being touted as replacements to
DRAM, with PCM emerging as the most promising one. PCM parts are projected to
be extremely dense with multilevel cells (MLCs) being able to store multiple bits per
cell. However, recent studies have highlighted the problem of resistance drift in both
PCM and FeRAM [70]. Further, managing resistance drift has been recognized as an
important area of research [108], which might be a significant source of soft errors
in PCM MLCs, and the problem will exacerbate as MLCs scale to include more bits
per cell. In such a scenario, managing data to keep down the number of drift related
soft-errors becomes extremely important. Naive scrub mechanisms will prove to be
extremely costly because of write latency, energy overheads and adverse effects on
device lifetime, especially in emerging nonvolatile memories. We believe that data
management to keep the number of uncorrectable errors under check would be best
handled by a hardware-software codesign mechanism.
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